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The practical management of skin wounds is a significant component of any primary

health care service. Traditional teaching of this topic to undergraduate medical students

has been fragmented in many curricula, so that general practitioners often gain only

anecdotal knowledge in this field by the time they enter clinical practice. While this

subject lends itselfto multi-media education, no applications have to date been tested and

reported. Additionally, there are few studies assessing the effectiveness of computer

assisted learning of motor skills in general. In view of the rapidly developing

international interest in both multi-media and virtr¡al reality applications for surgical

procedures, the introduction of interactive teaching formats into medical undergraduate

curricula is a logical progression from the traditional classroom delivery of practical

wound education.

To address this hiatus in medical education, an evidence-based multi-media application

entitled '?ractical Skin \Mound Management" (PSWM) has been developed by the

Plastic Surgery Service of The University of Adelaide. In keeping with the modern trend

towards computer assisted learning, an interactive CD ROM format was chosen to

provide theoretical knowledge and practical skills tuition.

It was the purpose of this study to assess objectively PSWM as an educational tool for

medical undergraduates. Eighty medical undergraduate students from The University of

Adelaide were allocated randomly to control or treatment groups. Only the treatment

groups received exposure to PS\{M. Each group underwent an initial test of knowledge

on practical skin wound management. After the test gtoup's exposure to PS'WM, repeat

testing was performed on each group. The results indicated that PS\WM was a highly

effective undergraduate teaching tool, for both theoretical knowledge and practical

motor skills relating to skin wound management. Of particular interest was the PSWM's

effectiveness for teaching suture techniques and knot tying.
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CFIAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND RE\rIEW OF LITERATURE

1.1 MEDICAL EDUCATION: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

1.1.1 Overview

The need to know how to care for wounds and perform surgical

procedures is as old as the history of human affliction. The first archaeological evidence

of formal surgical intervention is at least 10,000 years old and relates to skull trepanning

(Newmanl957). From these rudimentary origins the practice of surgery is evolving into

an evidence-based, high technology science. This progress has only been possible by the

development and transmission of ideas and experience. Such transmission from an

informed and experienced practitioner to another constitutes medical education. The

process is unalienably inter-woven in the fabric of the evolution of medical practice,

however its importance has not always been as valued as it is today. A review of the

history of medical education reveals a rather haphazard and sometimes chaotic sequence

of events prior to the mid-l9th century (Porter 1996).

1.1.2 Medical Education in the Ancient World

The earliest formal documentation of surgical procedures is credited to

the Babylonians and Egyptians dating back to the 2nd millennium BC. Medical papyn

and stone carvings refer to surgical procedures for abscesses, minor tumors and disorders

ofthe ears, eyes and teeth. However the first body of medical literature was written by

the Hippocratic practitioners of the fifth and fourth centuries BC @orter 1996).

Hippocrates (460-379 tsC) of the Greek island of Cos is honoured with the title of

'Tather of Medicine" as his teachings came to represent the beauty, value and dignity of

medicine. Up to 70 books have been attributed to Hippocrates but they are more likely a

compilation by many authors. These were collected in Alexandria during the 3rd

Century BC and were entitled "Corpus Hippocraticum". These texts placed great

emphasis on the value of observation of disease processes and practical treatments

consisting in the first instance of diets, arid on occasion, body cleansing, vomiting, and

blood letting. If these measures failed, then drugs were used. Surgical procedures were
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used only as the last resort. The fundamental Hippocratic assumption was that nature

("physis") was a strong healing force and its tenclency was to return the body to a state

of balance and health. Disease was seen as a disharmony of these forces, Of the seven

main essay topics covered in the Corpus Hippocraticum, one was devoted to "nomos" or

'1awlrule", which discussed medical education (Ackerknecht 1982).

Nomos embraced professional attitudes, ethics and conduct. Some mention was made of

pre-requisites for training, but there was no direct reference to medical curriculum

(Levine 1971). In fact medical education is a modern term. Education up to the mid

19th century meant moral and intellectual discipline which focused on the imparting of

values and building character rather than vocational training (Rosner 1997). In the early

classical Greek period, medical training consisted of serving experienced practitioners,

attending discussions on the theory and treatment of disease, plus reading the available

texts. Great importance was paid to personal inspection, examination and treatment of

patients by students (Ackerknecht 1982, Lawrence 1993).Ilowever there was no fixed

medical curriculum. The early Greek medical schools of Cos and Cnidos in the late

seventh to third centuries BC and later Alexandriq emphasised obtaining practical hands-

on experience while being apprenticed to an experienced physician (Rosner 1997). Such

a commendable attitude towards medical tuition was unfortunately overwhelmed by the

persuasive influence of Greek philosophy, as championed by the great Aristotle (384-322

BC), who emphasised theory and abstract thought. Due to the widespread influence of

such powerfirl abstract thinkers, the practice of medical education changed.

Philosophical and theoretical reflections graduaþ attained greater importance than the

practical Hippocratic model. This trend was criticised by the Greek "empirics" of the 3'd

century BC but their voices of concern were blanketed by the famous philosopher-

physician Galen (3'd century BC), who insisted that the true physician be a philosopher.

The Hippocratic proponents considered treatment of the disease as being of primary

importance, where as the Galenic physicians, being able to explain the disease was the

mark of a true physician, so they became pre-occupied with the study of abstract

disciplines. The great Greek literate tradition was to have an overwhelming impact on

the development of Western thought in the ensuing two millennia. Unfortunately, by

being part of that tradition, Galen's legacy largely determined the shape of medical

education well into the scientific revolutions of the 18th & lgth centuries. The effect
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was to change the practical, holistic approach of medicine to an abstract, theory-based

discipline. This scparation of thcory from practice had many repercussions and it has

taken over two millennia to return to the holistic Hippocratic approach (Lawrence 1993,

Rosner 1997).

1.1.3 Medical Education in the Middle Ages

The Hellenistic corpus of medical knowledge shaped medical education

throughout the Eastern Roman Empire (Byzantine), Islamic territories and Western

Europe throughout the Middle Ages and medieval period. Hippocratic, Aristotlian and

Galenian works were translated and become established texts for the theory, philosophy

and practice of medicine.

The main educational developments of the Middle Ages included the establishment of

hospitals and relatively stable medical schools. These emerged in the Byzantine empire

in the 5th century AD and students attended the hospitals for clinical experience under

officiaþ appointed physicians. Similar hospital-cum-medical schools appeared in major

Islamic cities by the 8th century AD. However Western Christian hospitals were little

more than monastic infirmaries providing only basic nursing support well into the 13th

and even up to the 17th century AD. During this period in Western Europe, there was

very little input by physicians to the care of patients in these hospitals. Consequently

there was no practical clinical training provided for students at these sites. Indeed,

medicine developed along two very divergent lines. The first was University-based

which centered on textual study, largely based on the Greco-Arabic literature. Such

education was reserved for the teaching of internal medicine and thus produced only

physicians. It was by its nature highly philosophical and largely theoretical with

negligible hands-on training. The courses were largely unstructured with little time spent

on directing students on the bedside care of patients. Medical degrees were awarded for

an antiquated knowledge of disease theory and philosophy of medical practice, but not

for clinical experience. This doctoral approach became the standard teaching method for

producing learned physicians.

Surgery developed along different lines and was considered a non-academic 'hands-on'

vocation and was not taught in a university. Additionally there was a religious

prohibition against clergy (university educators) shedding blood by the 13th century AD

and this further severed any links between surgery and internal medicine. Surgical
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training was therefore excluded from the universities. Consequently surgeons retreated

to the urban guilds which had an apprenticeship-based training structurc. Membership of
a Barber-Surgeons guild required apprenticeship to a practicing member for a number of
years followed by an oral examination. Training in this setting was even less structured

than education at a university. Apprentices were legally bound to their masters to whom

they were little more than unpaid servants. The apprentices' education was left entirely

up to the masters, hence was of a highly variable quality. The first few years were spent

carrying out the duties of a servant and only gaining access to surgical tasks after a

period of time and at the pleasure of the master. Though there was a growing body of

surgical literature by the late middle ages, guilds did not require examination of such

knowledge. This situation helped to maintain the separation between theory and practice

and remained so, well into the earþ 19th century (Lawrence 7993,Newman 1957).

1.1.4 Medical Education in the Renaissance and Early Scientific Era

During the Renaissance and earþ scientific period, sparuring the 15ft to

18û centuries, medical education remained largely unchanged. It was subject to swings

in emphasis between a Hippocratic experiential education and a Galenic theoretical based

education. However there were three new forces which began to challenge the

established traditions; the development of the printing press, the Protestant Reformation

and the Scientific Revolution.

The printing press helped to make more readily available medical literature both old and

new. It also helped to disseminate discussion and criticism of the Greco-Arabic medical

theory and practice which had remained unchallenged well into the 16û and 17ú

centuries. The Protestant Reformation was a catalyst for changing all things of the

Catholic establishment, including the practice of medicine. This new stream of inquiry

and re-appraisal was markedly fuelled by the discoveries of the scientific revolution.

Dissatisfaction with the predominantly philosophical theory-based approach of the old

traditions resulted in a return to a patient-based approach. This was initially encouragecl

by the Paduan medical faculty (16ft century) in Italy by its use of bed-side teaching. So

successful was it that Padua became the major centre for advanced medical education in

the lTth century for all of Europe. This approach was developed by other Universities,

but most notably at Leiden (77'h E 18ú centuries) which opened small wards for

patients with conditions of particular teaching interest. Appointed physicians could then
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demonstrate to their students how to apply textual knowledge to patients' particular

conditions. This model grcatly influenced medical education in the United Kingdom after

being adopted in Edinburgh. Though a major step forward, this model was still largely

based on the didactic transmission of knowledge and did not offer students the

opportunity to examine patients for themselves, let alone prescribe and give treatments as

in the true Hippocratic tradition (Lawrence 1993). This renewed interest in clinically-

based teaching escalated in the latter half of the lSth century, when at least six months of
"walking the wards" was considered essential clinical exposure before obtaining a degree

(Rosner 1997). However such clinical exposure was still disorganized and the student

was left to structure his own curriculum of clinical experience (Newman 1957).

1.1.5 Medicat Education in the 19th Century

Concurrent with escalating demand by medical students for more clinical

training the surgical apprentices were, by the end of the 18th century, actively seeking

more theoretical and scientific teaching. This overlapping interest resulted in a

significant restructuring of medical education in the 19û century, with the reunification

of medicine and surgery. This reintegration was championed by a revolution in Paris at

the end of 18û into the early 19ú centuries. Reformers dismantled the old system,

physicians and surgeons were required to attend the same medical school and follow the

same curriculum based on didactic teaching, textual study, observation of qualified

practitioners plus some hands on examination of patients. Specialties training in

medicine or surgery were developed in the later years of undergraduate education

(Lawrence 7993, Newmanlg5T). This unification gradually spread to the other western

universities during the 19ú century (Bonner 7gg5 ,Lawrence 1gg3). By this time there

had evolved a structured 6 year long curriculum with the first half covering: anatomy,

Materia Medica, pharmacy, chemistry, botany and natural history. The second half dealt

with: clinical medicine, the practice of medicine, surgery clinical surgery military

surgery and midwifery (Lawrence 1993).

Unification markedly increased the workload of students. This was further expanded by

the development of clinical skills as a result of new medical technologies, for example the

ophthalmoscope (1815), stethoscope (1816) and X-ray imaging (1895). Furthermore,

basic sciences such as physics, chemistry, biology, physiology, anatomy and the newly
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discovered bacteriology, were rapidly expanding. In addition to this, medical sciences

were evolving as a rcsult of the collection and categorisation of objective observations of
diseases in-patients, organs, tissue and fluids. These endeavours resulted in the

development of morbid anatomy, pathology, histology, microbiology, andbiochemistry.

Due to these rapid advances , there was very heated controversy in the later part of the

19ú century about the structure and emphasis of a proper medical education. Medical

researchers insisted on there being a scientific basis to the practice of medicine, whereas

clinicians insisted upon the need for development of clinical skills and refinement of

clinical practice. These issues were largely resolved in the earlier part of the 20ú century

(Lawrence 1993).

1.1.6 Medical Education in the 20th Century

International controversy over a standard form of medical education was

largely resolved by the reconìmendations of Abraham Flexner (1866-1959). His report

'Medical Education in the US and Canada' (Flexner 1910) recoÍtmended that: " a

medical school should be part of a University, teach basic sciences in a liberal arts

department; have its own departments for the biomedical sciences to encourage research

and advanced instruction; and have a teaching hospital with clinical departments in both

the medical school and the hospital; have high entrant requirements, a graded curriculum

and end with a doctoral degree". Flexner's vision was one of scientific medical traintng

producing highly trained medical professionals (Lawrence 1993) It was so influential

thatit still constitutes the traditional style of medical undergraduate education in North

America, United Kingdom, Australia, and many other countries throughout the world.

It was so solidly accepted that it remained largely unchallenged for over 60 years.

By the 1970's, several short-comings of the Flexner model became widely recognised,

these were: factual over-load, lack of sufficient integration between science with clinical

practice, over-emphasis on specialty medicine, over-emphasis on investigating and

treating individual cases and too little exposure to teaching community health and

preventative medicine,

Factual overload on the students was recognised as a developing problem by the end of

the 19ú century. Throughout the 20ft century, curricula continued to be augmented by

the escalating scientific discoveries and the trend towards medical specialisation. This
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has been, and continues to be, a major concern to medical educationalists. A number of

initiatives have been taken to correct this problem. The General Medical Council (GMC

1993,1980) has suggested that educators aim to produce undiflerentiated, self-motivated

graduates who may proceed to post-graduate studies in their area of interest and be pro-

active in keeping up to date with self-directed, on-going education. This ef[ectiveþ

reduces factual over-load by decreasing the amount of 'specialty' training that students

were exposed to. To achieve this educational goal, the GMC recommended that

training be reduced to a 'core' curriculum based on essential subjects with additional

special study modules eg. electives and project work, to encourage special interests.

Both the GMC and the Association of American Medical Colleges 'AAMC' (Curry and

Makoul 1998) have emphasised the need to decrease passive learning by reducing

exposure to didactic lectures and encouraging active, selÊdirected learning by using

small group tutorials, problem based learning and 'guided selÊlearning. Critical thinking

is considered to be very valuable, especially with today's emphasis on evidence based

medicine (Coles 1996, GMC 1980). Students are now activeþ encouraged to

independently seek out information and training. It was stated that "computer assisted

learning will substantially increase the scope for self-directed leaning" (GMC t993).

The tendency for science to remain separate from clinical practice is demonstrated by the

traditional division of curricula into pre-clinical and clinical years. In fairness, this is in

fact contrary to vision of Abraham Flexner. It has been suggested that this factor has

been a significant contributor to factual overload of curricula. The GMC (GMC 1993)

and the AAMC (GPEP 1984) has recommended that this may be remedied by

encouraging formal dialogue between the highertraining bodies. Curricular courses

based on departmental disciplines are'to be abandoned in favour of those relating to

systems of the body or topics of relevance to the overall scope of the course" (GMC

1993). The University ofNewcastle is a good example of this, where the scientific and

clinical aspects of medicine are taught together throughout the course (Sajid et al7994).

Until the 1980's, students were predominantly exposed to specialist orientated tertiary

care rather than more widely needed primary health care. Medical schools were linked to

teaching hospitals, which were practicing tertiary care. Students were therefore exposed

to the diagnosis and treatment of serious illnesses, even if rare, at the expense of less
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serious conditions, which may be wide spread and disabling The concepts of disease

prevention and health promotion were under-emphasized. The result was the production

of technology dependent tertiary-care orientated medical graduates. This issue was

strongly addressed by the V/orld Health Assembly, which endorsed the evolving concept

of undergraduate training in primary health care. There were irnúal concerns in the

academic community that the closer links between medical education and the primary

health services would undermine the academic standards. However, the World Health

Organisation stood firm on this issue and made the Alma Ata Declaration in the USSR in

7978, which stated that'the highest standards in medical education for any country is

that which is most responsive to local needs" (V/orld Health Organisation 1978). This

emphasis has encouraged aglobal shift of medical education to re-emphasise patient

contact and training in primary health care. This is evidenced by the changing medical

curriculum to include topics of primary health care (World Federation for Medical

EducationReport 1988, Sajid et al7994,Rees 1993).

Due to these types of influences, medical curricula are changing, especially in the more

progressive teaching centres, from a teacher-orientated, didactic, medical-science model

to a student-orientated problem-based learning model with greater emphasis on

community-relevant medicine (Ragachari 1991). Additionally, undergraduate training is

moving away from its specialist-centred style and becoming more 'undifferentiated'. The

goal is to produce selÊmotivated, critical thinking graduates who may then pursue

further post-graduate studies in an area of special interest in response to community need

(Doherty 1988).

1.1.7 Australian Medical Educatiori

Australian medical education is heavily modelled on the British pattern.

This is not surprising consideringthatuntil 1986 the British General Medical Council

was the formal accrediting body for medical schools in Australia. Since then this

responsibility has been transferred to the Australian Medical Council. Changes to the

Australian system for medical education have closely parallelled those of Britain. The

system is based on the traditional Flexner model, which evolved in the late 20th century,

to produce undifferentiated doctors of a particular standard, who were able to both

respond and actively participate in ongoing medical education (Doherty 1988).
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Until very recently, Australian Medical Schools had undergraduate programs, which

were similar in structure and contcnt, with two distinct educational phases. The initial

pre-clinical phase which ran for 2-3 years and was conducted mainly in the University.

The subsequent clinical stage was mainly conducted outside the University,

predominantly in a teaching hospital or other health facilities affiliated with the school.

The only medical school offering a program significantly different has been The

Universþ ofNewcastle and Flinders University, which are regarded internationally as

models of problem-based learning, vertically integrated schools. However, the scene has

dramatically changed in recent years with more schools becoming graduate schools, each

adopting a problem-based curriculum. The remainders are undergoing substantial reform

with major changes in selection procedures, with trends to varying degrees of horizontal

and vertical integration, introduction of problem-based learning and an interest in

fostering self-di¡ected learning. All the Australian medical schools now see diversity and

flexibility of medical curricula as desirable goals. Furthermore, in response to an

international trend toward primary health care training, their teaching methods have

become more community based and student orientated. By incorporating primary health

ca¡e and rural medicine topics into their medical curricula, the Australian medical schools

have embraced the precepts expounded by the Karmel report of 1973.
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1.2 MEDICAI, EDIICATION AND THE ELECTRONIC INT'ORMATION AGE

1.2.1 New fnformation Technologies in Medical Education

The 18th and 19th centuries witnessed the re-integration of theory and

practice manifesting as the reunion of medical with surgical teaching within a common

institution. The 20th century has seen a strengthening of this alliance between medical

science and practical clinical management. 'Holistic' and 'evidence-based' are commonly

used descriptions of the preferred type of medical practice in the closing decade of the

20ú century. Medical education now spans several different, though allied specialties It
is trying to interrelate, in a practical way, the molecular (biochemistry) to the macro-

molecular (genetic) to the cellular (cytology, histology, microbiology) to the organ

systems þhysiology, pathology) to the human being. Selecting representative material

from such a diverse range of subjects without overwhelming both the system and the

student is a great challenge to the educators. To their aid has come the computer with

its more flexible modes of delivery of educational materials and prografllmes (Rosner

teeT).

Computers have transformed rapidly our ability to process informatior¡ to such an extent

that the fusion between computing and communications has launched us into what is

being called the "electronic information age". The enthusiastic application of computer

technologies and the associated Intranet/Internet developments have partly been

stimulated by the explosion of available information but has also in part fuelled that very

expanslon.

This electronic medium is revolutiomnngthe transfer of information and knowledge in a

magnitude comparable to the impact of the variable type printing press in the early

Renaissance period. In preparing guidelines for medical education in the 21$ century in

the USd the Project Panel on the General Professional Education of the Physician and

College Preparation for Medicine (GPEP 1984) has strongly endorsed the use of such

technology. The General Medical Council (GMC 1993) recognises that future

development and availability of computer based technologies may revolutionise both

medical education and practice. Computer technologies are already capable of offering

the medical profession a host of valuable services in a variety of different formats. The

availabilþ of information technologies has already spawned a new discipline known as
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Medical lnformatics. Currently available services may be categorised as being either;

information archives, electronic based communication and computer assisted learning

1,2.2 Information Archives

It is possible to electronically compress and store enorrnous volumes of

text and images on very little space. For example, a CD-ROM (computer disk- read only

memory) may store 400,000 pages of te><t or 15,000 images (Nunnally 1994).

Electronic medium in general have very low associated storage costs and enable very

rapid retrieval of information (Schwartz, Lossef 1995 & Minorati et a|1995). New

compression and storage technology advancements will continue to increase storage

capacity eg. holographic storage.

Individual institutions are creating their own electronic archives for

patient records, data bases, radiographic, ultrasonic and pathology images ( Jaffe &

Lynch 1993). These may be stored on the hard disks of individual departments'

computers or made available to the institution by being placed on its Intranet.

Bibliographical and other types of other databases has been made globally available by

being placed either on CD-ROM or on the Internet. For example, CD-ROM and

Internet versions of Medline have become a very popular reference tool and have taken

over the role of the text based Index Medicus (Wee 7990, Curtis et al1997). Medical

information sources currently available on the Internet include; National Library of

Medicine (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/), NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination

(http://www.york.ac.uMnslcrd/info), IJncover (http://www.carl.orgluncover), World

Health Organisation (http://www.who.ch,f to name but a few (Kiley 1996). This

information can be accessed from a personal computer in the office or at home, rather

than going to the Library. It is believed that rapid access to archival information should

enhance the quality of medical decision making and ultimately its cost effectiveness

(Klemenz et al,7997).

The Internet and \ilorld Wide Web

The Internet is an interconnected network of computers linked by landlines,

microwaves and satellites. All these computers respond to a cortmon electronic

signaling language, which allows them to exchange dataregardless of their hardware or

operating systems. It originated in the early 1960's as part of the cold war defence
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strategy. By 7972 it involved 37 interconnected University based computers but by
-I998 

it hacl increasecf to 12 million linked computers globally with network which is

largely unregulated. The World \{ide Web (WWW) is a protocol that runs on the

Internet, which was developed initially in 1989 to help astronomers transfer information

more easily between different computers. It was based on a marriage between hypertext

(interJinks between documents) and the Internet file transfer protocol that facilitated the

transfer of files between machines. WWW computers called "servers", run software

programs that receive requests from other computers, called "browsers", and supply

required files to the'tsers". Whereas there were only 50 operational WWW seryers in

January 1993, this had increased to 627,000 by 1998 (Carlile & Sefton 1998). The rapid

development of the Internet and W-W'W has profoundly changed access to a vast range of

medical information. The \ryWVf is shaping up to be the world's greatest repository of

rapidly accessible information and is universally available (Channin 1995). Although it

currently remains uncatalogued in the conventionalway, several working parties are

examining this issue in an endeavor to standardize data formatting in the future (Carlile

& Sefton 1998).

1.2.3 Information Transfer

Information and non-interactive communications may be transmitted

electronically from one user to another either by facsimile via telephone pathways or by

electronic mail (e-mail) on the Internet.

E-mail users can send large volumes of data and information to recipients internationally,

almost instantaneously and at a fraction of the cost of traditional communications

(Letterie et al 7994). The speed of delivery depends on the volume of network traffrc,

the message interlinks to reach its destination and the communication systems'

bandwidths. The cost is determined by the duration of connection to a 'provider' (Kiley

1996). Besides being an efficient and rapid means of distributing data, e-mail can be and

is used as an educational tool by joining 'Discussion lists' or 'Newsgroups'.

E-mail Medical Discussion Lists

Discussion lists are subject specific groups that participate by e-mail. Once

enlisted, every message that is subsequently posted to that list is copied to a user's

electronic mailbox. Letterie et al (1994) have reported success with e-mail as a means
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of conducting a distant continuing medical education program. Clinical questions and

reading reference lists were e-mailed out to the participants who were given 48 hours to

respond by e-mail. These were assessed and feedback sent to participants within a

fortnight. There are over 10,000 discussion lists on a spectrum of topics. The majority

of lists are open to everyone therefore the quality of questions and answers may be highly

variable. There are moves to create 'doctor-only' lists in order to improve the quality of

posted information. To select a discussion list that more closely matches one's medical

interest, one of the indexing resources can be consulted. Examples are:

Medical Matrix (http ://wvvw. slackinc. co m/matnx/), or Health Web

(http://www.ghsl.nwu.edu/healthweb), or the list-server database (http://wwdliszt.com/)

(Kiley 1996). This format may also be used for 'Telemedicine' where doctors or

patients send their details including images to specialists who then return their opinion.

For residents in outback Australia this service has particular relevance as an informed

communication source for medical and surgical problems.

E-mail Medical Newsgroups

Newsgroups provide a forum for people to receive and contribute information

and to update subjects of specific interest. There are over 15,000 such newsgroups.

One may make a specific search for a newsgroup of medical interest by using the search

engine Usenet Info Center (http://sunsite.unc.edu/usenet-i/search.html) (Kiley 7996).

1.2.4 Teaching Formats

While electronic archives, rapid'datatransfer and two way

communication capacities are very impressive, for the medical educator the jewel in the

crown of the information technologies lies with their ability to provide accessible inter-

active multi-media based teaching programs and real-time, distant learning with

educator-student interaction. The electronic information technologies have made

available several very valuable ways for providing learning opportunities to users. It can

provide conferencing facilities or present multi-media applications (MM) designed for

teaching purposes. Conferencing facilities include both video-conferencing and virtual-

conferencing. In both cases, an electronic interface is used to bring together distant

participants for the purpose of exchange of ideas and information.
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Video-conferencing and Virtual Conferencing on the Internet

Video-conferencing involves real-time audio-video images of conference

delegates to enable immediate interaction. Virtual conferencing may have the delegates

symbolically represented on screen so they may interact verbally or by textual images. In

both applications, it is possible for the participants to simultaneously display multi-media

based materials on screen and even electronic white-board information may be

transmitted. These facilities effectively provide an electronic classroom with the students

and educators located at different sites on the globe (Chodorow 1996). Examples of on-

line conferencing services include:

o The INSURRECT project runs on the super JANET network in the UK which has

linked up six teaching centres to provide interactive audio-visual learning in surgery to

their undergraduates; these six universities are responsible for trairung 30% of all the

British medical students and currently eighteen presentations are screened each

academic term. The lectures consist of approximateþ 45-minute presentations and

15 minute question and answer sessions. The facility permits audio-visual

transmission of questions from students at distant sites. The transmitted material is

stored at a central provider for future access by any of the six sites. Such

collaboration allows students access to alarger pool of surgical expertise than can be

provided by any single institution. This is particularþ important nowadays with the

international push for improved surgical efficiency by; processing patients through day

surgery facilities and increased channeling of patients to specific centers of

specialization. These practices leave much less surgical teaching material in any one

particular institution. Atwo year pilot INSURRECT course was completednTggT

with 1,300 students participating in the 108 teaching sessions. The study found that

the time spent by students at surgical teaching had increased by up to 50%. The

impression of the educators was that the quality of teaching had markedly improved

through this period. Furthermore, as a result of this initiative, two major curricula

reforms were evolving in keeping with the GMC (1993) guidelines: firstly the

collaboration between the six universities helped to define a core course for surgery,

secondly, pre-clinical students were introduced to clinical material thereby moving

toward vertical integration ofthe curriculum. (Jameson et a|7995, Hobsley et al

1ee7).
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o The European Mobility Program for University Students, broadcasts video-

conferencing medical courses for undergraduates and postgraduates to 20 central

European countries. Broadcasts are live and interactive with participating doctors

having the facility to question and challenge experts and opinion leaders (Young

ree6).

o Video conferencing links have been established between the University of Aberdeen

and the United Arabs Emirates University for exchange tutorials and discussions on

gross pathology. It was found to be cost effective and very useful (Brebner et al

7ee7).

. A trans-Antlantic video-conferencing collaboration between professors and students

at universities in Canada,England and Hungary is providing medical students with

opportunities to experience cross cultural education in medical topics. It was felt that

this experience gave the students the same benefit as an overseas elective period

(Ostbye et al 1995).

o Mclaren et al (1992) have reported a control study comparing video conferencing

with face-to-face teaching for psychiatry to undergraduates. Their post test results

showed no significant difference between the two methods indicating that video-

conferencing was as effective as face to face teaching.

o The M.D.Anderson Cancer Center (http.llutindacc.mda.uth.tmc.edu/) at the

University of Texas transmits live videoconferences on oncological topics, via the

Internet. The facility allows distant participants to communicate directþ with others.

Its aim is to provide continuing education to distant primary care physicians (Kiley

ree6).

o BioMOO (http://bioinformatics.weizmann.ac.illBioMOO/) is a text and image-based

virtual reality system for all members of the international biology community. It is a

place to meet colleagues studying biology and related disciplines and is an arena for
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hosting conferences. Additionally BioMOO supports the simultaneous use of MM.

The participants are not seen by video, instead they are listed on screen and one user

may send messages directly to another (Kiley 1996).

Computer Assisted Learning

Traditional teaching methods include the use of written text, lectures, tutorial

discussions, projected images, real time audio-video and bed-side teaching. Computer

assisted learning (CAL) can combine these media and present them in a multi media

format. Emerging CAL programs range in complexity from static, uni-directional

formats of text only, or text plus still 2-D images, to highly interactive dynamic multi

media applications (MM) to the newly arrived, interactive 3-D virtual reality

simulations. Their potential applications range from being a simple electronic textbook

to providing fully interactive, hands-on training experiences to highly skilled surgeons in

advanced technical procedures (Rosser 7996). These technologies allow educators to

design and create teaching tools that enable students to work simultaneousþ with

material from different sources and even attend courses at different sites (Demiqan &,

David 1995). Currently multi media is the most popular form of CAL (Wright 1995).
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1.3 MULTI.MEDIA APPLICATIONS AND MEDICAL EDUCATION

1.3.1 The Developing Role of Multi Media in Medical Education

Multi-media applications may simultaneously present material in different

forms eg. text, audio-video, graphics, clinical photographs and animation with a high

level of interactivity. It may take the user through the program in a "single step"

didactic way or a "multi-step" interactive way. This interactivity is based on the use of

'hypertext' where the user is taken along different paths as a result of their choices or

responses and the ability to allow the user to control the presentation and play of images.

Due to this ability for interactivity, MM may be structured for the transmission of

knowledge in either traditional didactic format, problem-based learning format or even

provide simulated standardised patient encounters for clinical training (Devitt & Palmer

1998, Kiley 1996). As such it is able to interface between the didactic model of pre-

clinical education and the clinical problem solving orientation of normal medical practice

(Carlile & Sefton 1998). Due to this adaptability, MM is rapidly and profoundly

integrating into medical education.

It is expected that interactive MM will play anincreasingly important role in

undergraduate curricula and post-graduate continuing education (Chodorow 1996).

South and Nolan 1993 surveyed all the undergraduate medical schools in Australia and

found rhat 36Yo of the Departments had some type of CAL. Sixty five percent of those

who did not were preparing to introduce it or would like to do so in the near future.

CAL was popular with students and the Heads of Departments felt it had significantly

improved the standard of learning. Information technology apphcations were well

developed in some institutions with Departments having up to 64 work stations and 200

packages available to their students. The University of Sydney's new graduate medical

program is almost entireþ structured around teaching material in the form of MM on the

\ nlVW (Coiera 1998). The Universþ of Adelaide has developed and tested a novel

problem solving, medical undergraduate MM entitled'Medici" @evitt & Palmer 1998.)

Educationalists believe that MM offers customised, self paced, self evaluating, time

effective, educational opportunities to the user (Carlile & Sefton 1998). It is neither

expected, nor desired, that CAL and MM substitute group tutorial interaction nor

bedside clinical training. However it can be easily integrated into current curricula to
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serve either as supplementary or primary teaching methods. MM may be programmed to

provide either didactic or problem-based learning. Additionally, they can provide the

user with engaging opportunities to develop both their knowledge and clinical skills.

1.3.2 Cost-effectiveness of Multi Media

This medium is more time effective for faculty staffand students, while

compensating for the every decreasing amount of clinical opportunities available to

today's students and trainees (Devitt & Palmer 1998). However one major disadvantage

of MM is the initial set-up costs for both hardware and software, which can be

substantial. The Taylor report (Taylor & White 1991) from the Australian Department of

Employment Education and Training found that once the set-up costs are met, the

running costs of using MM for tertiary school teaching are cost effective, especially for

distance learning. However, independent production of MM is very expensive both in

terms of time and money. Sometimes this may be avoided by purchasing commercially

available MM. There are many medical, dental, nursing and allied health schools,

associations and private companies which have entered into the development and

production of medical multi-media titles (Wright 1995). In a cautionary tone, Glenn

(1996) advises that a consumer-orientated model be used by medical course educators

and curriculum desiguers to evaluate MM cost effective value. This should involve

careful evaluation ofthe promotional literature which should discuss: the characteristics

of the program, rationale for developing the program and its specific learning objectives,

content, instructional format, teaching strategies, results of trials and meta-evaluation.

1.3.3 Sources of Multi Media

Currently there are three channels to access CAL multi-media titles.

The first is the custom designed computer program designed to fill a specific educational

role in a particular institution. Secondly there are commercially available CD-ROMs

which encompass a wide range of multi-media titles and may be run on personal

computers. CD-ROM is currently the most popular vehicle used for MM (Wright 1995)

Of rapidly growing importance is the Internet and WWW which enable immediate global

availability of teaching material and also permit constructional feedback from the user to

the provider, who may then update the program. This facility will permit the evolution
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of educational programs and is setting the path towards a global University (Parker and

Rossman 1992).

1.3.4 Implementation of Multi Media in Medical Education

A plethora of MM exists for training undergraduates and

postgraduates. These range in complexity from simple text with still images to highly

interactive packages with hypertext incorporating audio video and full animation

graphics. However only a few have been published in the medical literature and fewer

still have been formally tested for their effectiveness as teaching tools. A representative

list of papers published on MM used for teaching undergraduate medical students is

included in the Appendix A The list was retrieved from a Medline search. In spite of

the great enthusiasm for multi-media based teaching amongst its supporters, its

introduction to medial curricula has been slow. Suggested reasons for this include: lack

of suffficient proof of its efficacy @evitt & Palmer 1998, Vickers 1990), initial set up

costs, resistance to change (Allen, 'Walraven 1987) and concerns of clinicians at the

thought of MM replacing person-to-person clinical exposure (Coiera 1988). Certainly

MM have not been well evaluated by controlled studies and most reports are descriptive

or subjective. Listed below are studies that have attempted to assess the usefulness of

MM for medical undergraduatetraimng. These are divided into two main categories:

those that used MM as a stand alone tool and which compared it to another teaching

method (eg. lectures), and those that used MM as a supplementary tool to a traditional

teaching method (eg MM plus tutorial vs tutorial alone).

1.3.5 Comparative Studies with Multi Media Applications as

Primary Teaching Tools

In the studies listed below, students were given either a MM or a

traditional teaching method on a particular subject. The MM groups were not given any

other teaching on the subject so the MM was used as a primary teaching tool.

Comparisons were made between MM and conventional teaching methods as to their

respective effectiveness in assisting learning by the students. Pre and post tests were

used to quantifu learning.
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. Koch & Guice 1989: A randomised study comparing MM to traditional lectures for

teaching electrocardiography in students. Post test results showed no significant

difference between the two methods, but MM took half the time to complete.

. Mangione et al 1991: A randomised study comparing MM to seminar teaching with

audiotapes to train students in cardiac auscultation. Post test results showed no

significant difference between the two methods.

. Bresnitz et. al. 1992: Randomised study comparing MM to traditional lectures for

teaching occupational lung disease to students. Post test results showed no significant

difference between the two methods

o Bridges et al 1993: Non randomised study comparing MM to traditional lectures for

teaching rheumatology to students. Post test results showed no significant difference

between the two methods.

. Chew & Stiles 1994. A cross over study comparing MM to textbook study for

teaching radiology to students. Post test results were significantly higher amongst the

students using the MM.

o Sestini et al 1995. A randomised study comparing MM to traditional bedside teaching

of breath sounds to students. Post test results at one week were not different, but at

two weeks the MM group had a significantly higher score.

. Richardson 1997: A cross over study comparing MM to didactic lectures to computer

lab assignments for teaching physiology to students. Post test results showed the MM

group to have scored significantly lower than those attending didactic lectures.

o Devitt & Palmer 1998: A randomised study comparing MM to tutorial based learning

for biliary disease. Post tests results showed no significant difference between the two

methods.

The overall results found MM to be at least equal to traditional teaching methods when

used as a primary teaching tool for either theoretical knowledge or clinical skills

acquisition.
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1.3.6 Non -Comparative Studies with Multi Media Applications as

Primary Teaching Tools

In the studies listed below, students were only given MM based

teaching. The MM \ryere assessed for their effectiveness for assisting learning by

comparing the pre to the post test results. No comparisons were made to other teaching

methods.

o Papa & Meyer 1989: MM was used to teach emergency medicine to students. No

control groups were used. Their post test results were significantly improved.

o Lonwe & Heijl 1993: MM was used to teach emergency ophthalmology to students.

No control groups were used. Post test results were significantly improved with no

risk to patients.

o Chew & Smirmotopoulos 1995: MM was used to teach skeletal fracture radiology to

residents. No control groups were used. Post test results were significantly improved

and the students preferred MM to their normal use of texts and plain radiographs or

video tapes.

o Engel et al-7997: MM was used to teach diabetic nutrition to students. No control

groups were used. Post test results were significantly improved. Their scores

approached those of non-specialist dietitians. This was impressive as the students had

only run a 30 minute program.

These studies found MM to be highly effective as a teaching tool for the learning of both

theoretical knowledge and clinical skills. Papa and Meyer (1989) and Lonwe and Heijl

(1993) emphasised the benefit of having these clinical learning experiences without

inconveniencing the patient or putting the patient at risk.

L.3.7 Comparative Studies with Multi Media Applications as

Supplementary Teaching Tools

In the studies listed below, students were given a traditional teaching

method on a particular subject. The students were divided into treatment and control

gtoups, the treatment groups received supplemental MM based teaching whereas the

control groups only received the traditional teaching method. Comparisons v/ere made
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between the treatment and control groups to assess the usefulness of supplementing

traditional teaohing methods with computer delivered MM based teaching. Pre and post

tests were used to quantify learning.

o Desch et al199l: Randomised study assessing the teaching of neonatology by one of

three methods: MM plus traditional clinical teaching versus traditional clinical

teaching alone versus traditional clinical teaching with supplemental prescribed

reading. Post test results showed the first and last group did dramatically better than

the clinical teaching only group. Significantly, the MM group required significantly

less learning time than the group with the prescribed extra reading.

o Friedman et al 1992: This randomised study compared MM plus traditional teaching

to traditional teaching only of bacteriology to students. Post test results were

significantly higher for the MM supplemented group.

. Hong et al 1996: The cross over study comparing MM to students given no extra

preparation prior to going to the operating theatre. Students were assessed in theatre

by the senior surgeon using a 6 item questionnaire on their knowledge of operative

anatomy. The students also completed an 8 item questionnaire on the quality of their

operative experience. Significantþ higher results were achieved by the students who

had received pre-operative MM. Additionally the students found the tuition to

enhance their experience ofthe operation while being very time effective.

o Mars & Mclean 1996: Non randomised controlled study comparing MM plus

traditional teaching to traditional teaching only of histology to medical students. The

post test results were higher for the MM group, but this was not subjected to

statistical analysis. Significantly, the MM grciup spent considerably less time in the

histology microscopy laboratory.

The overall impression from these studies is that MM is a time effective teaching tool

which may effectively supplement traditional teaching methods and established curricula.

1.3.8 Multi Media Formats

The aforementioned studies indicate that multi media based applications

may be as effective as conventional teaching methods. Evidence suggests that it may be
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effective as either a primary or supplementary teaching tool or both. As a result of this

confidence with MM, discussion has shifted from concerns regarding delivery technology

to increasing interest in the instructional methodology (Wang et aI 1997). Attention

must be given to the format, presentation style, screen design, relevance of teaching

material and to making it enjoyable to use (Carlile & Sefton 1998). For these reasons, a

multi-disciplinary team approach to designing MM formats is recommended (Duguid

1995). They must be tailored to the type of learning experience one wishes to give to

students. There are few studies on format structure but this may be considered as three

types (Friedman et al1997, Schwartz & GrifFen 7993, Woolridge 1995):

1. Didactic: structured for the acquisition of knowledge.

2. Problem solving: requiring students to express specific diagnostic hypothesis and

often management plans.

3. Simulated patient encounters: designed to provide opportunities to develop clinical

skills on simulated standardised patients eg. history taking, physical examination,

performing invasive pro cedures.

The didactic models give students access to information via hierarchical menus and

provide explicit cues to help students master the content. This system is very useful in

helping students acquire knowledge and learn the structure of clinical information.

The problem solving models require that students employ a formal clinical reasoning

process. These models may be static, with the students only allowed to progress after

scoring correct answers, or they may be dynamic where the simulated cases respond to

the management decisions taken by the students. These programs also include varying

degrees of educational feedback, both during and aI the end of the program. Dynamic

case simulations have undergone widespread development after the introduction ofthe

relatively powerful and inexpensive microcomputers in the early 1980's.

Simulated or virtual patient encounters or computer controlled manikins, present an

electronically-based patient which may be repeatedly manipulated by the user. The most

advanced models allow the user to perform surgery on simulated sites which will bleed,

provide wound retraction and expose the underþing structures. This is expected to be a

major area of development with the advent of Virtual Reality Mark-up Language (for

running 3D images on the Internet) and Artificial Intelligences.
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To provide the most effective teaching formats, modern teaching principles should be

observed, Rigid styles of presentation are unlikely to be well received by users nor

accepted outside of an author's institution.

As with any type of teaching format the techniques used in MM need to be interesting

and innovative. The careful designing of content, structure and the use of ancillary aids

may achieve this. The quality of ancillary aids is very important as a means of being

entertaining and stimulating. They include the use of graphics, cartoons, animated

images and hot words, and informational feedback. These aids need to be of high quality

and yet must not clutter the screen or distract the students from the content.

The structure of the format should allow the student easy access to sections of choice. A

rigidly linear progression of subject matter in a program is to be avoided as this obliges

the student to go over the material already known or of little interest.

Content should be, where possible, relevant to clinical practice and this should be

hightighted by the use of relevant anecdotes, demonstrations and problem solving

challenges. Adults learn best when they are able to apply their newly acquired knowledge

as soon as possible. So a good MM should have a feedback loop in the form of an

assessment which challenges students to use their newly acquired knowledge and skills.

The assessment should present reasons as well as the correct answers. Using such

informative feedback to provide the opportunity for further and remedial instruction is

the hallmark of a good instructional module (Jelovsek et al 1989).

1.3.9 Mutti Media Using fnternet and Intranet Technology

The Intranet is a linked network of computers within a particular

institution. It uses an identical platform to the Internet and therefore can be linked to it.

An Intranet is a closed system and is used to perform functions specific to a particular

institution eg. to carrlr procedure manuals, guidelines, and other conlidential infbrmation.
'When linked to the Internet it may provide Internet access to users within its network.

This is better than direct links to the Internet via modems that currently have a maximum

speed of 56K8. The North Western Adelaide Health Services Intranet operates at

10M8. This greatly increases the speed of downloading information and images from

the Internet. Offcourse the Intranet's speed depends on local traffic, however even at

peak times, the user has at least 500K8 to down load programs from the Internet.
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The Internet has become a very rich source of MM of varied formats and styles. Being

on the Internet, teaching materials are easily updated and offer feedback opportunities.

Though \rye are still in the very early days of global electronic based medical education,

there are strong indications that this will rapidly evolve. Already there are Internet sites

providing an affay of onJine educational applications from a global range of institutions

(Carlile & Sefton 1998). Listed below are some of the more impressive sites:

o The Virtual Medical Centre (http.//www-sci.lib.uci.edu/-martindale /lvlediacal.html)

offers a staggering 15,7000 MM medical teaching files and modules, 23,200\/frvI

medical courses, 173 MM medical undergraduate courses/textbooks and 3,500 video

clips.

o The Virrual Hospital (http://www.vh.orgÆroviders/CME/CMEHome.htrnt) defines

itself as a "continually updated digital health sciences library." Its aim is to provide

'distanceJearning' to health care providers but also carries a lot of materials

applicable to medical students. It has the reputation as carrying some of the best MM

on the Internet.

o The Multi-media Reference Library @ttp://www.med.lib.co/medlibrary) provides a

host of MM for medical undergraduates. (Kiley 1996)

Another exciting development of MM on the W\ /W is the growing availability and

evolving complexity of the 'virtual patient encounter'. These are simulated patient

encounters have been developed to help students develop skills in history taking, physical

examination and structuring a plan of management. To date, the best available programs

are located at the following sites:

o The Marshall University of School of Medicine in Huntington,'West Virginia, USA

has their "The Interactive Patient Encounter" on the W\ryW

(http://medicus.marshal.edu/medicaus.htm). Users may take a history and perform a

physical examinatior¡ order laboratory and radiological tests on these simulated

patients. They then need to submit a diagnosis and atreatment plan. This system is

capable of evaluating the user's performance and providing continuing medical

education credits by mail to the user.

o The University of Colorado has its'Medical Rounds" on the W\ry\ry

(http://www.uchs.edu/sm/pmb/medrounds/index.html). In this program you are
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provided with the patient's details and are invited to discuss specific aspects of the

casc. Reponses from the staffare e-mailed to thc participant within the week.

o The Stanford University has its 'Short Rounds Online" on the Internet which is similar

to Colorado's.

1.3.10 Educational Information Technologies and Australia

The Commonwealth has taken an active interest in investigating,

reviewing and encouragingthe adoption and integration of new information technologies

into the Australian education system. To date a number of reports have been

commissioned by Commonwealth Departments, such as the Taylor & White Report l99l

entitled "The evaluation of the cost effectiveness of multi media mixed mode teaching

and learning" artd the Hesketh Report of 1996 entitled "Computer-mediated

Communication in University Teaching" (Hesketh et al 1996). The Hesketh Report

commissioned by the Department of Employment, Educatior¡ Training and Youth

Affairs, found that there was a strong level of interest in the application of information

technologies, both in tertiary institutions and in the Australian society as a whole. This

was illustrated by an impressive list of governmental bodies that had been established to

facilitate the dissemination and assimilation of information technologies throughout

Australian society. In regard to higher education, several initiatives have been

introduced to provide direction and support for the adoption of these technologies.

These initiatives include:

. Open Learning Technology Corporation established in 1993 by Australia's Ministers

of Education and Training to encourage the support for the provision of high quality

cost effective open learning on a national basis.

o Educational Network Australia established in 1995 under the direction of the Open

Learning Technology Corporation, to encourage the use of electronic networks by

the secondary and higher education sectors.

. Open Learning Australia is a venture open to all Australians who wish to study

University and TAFE courses by distance learning. It involves the collaboraiion of 29

Australian Universities and TAFE colleges and is assisted by the Australian

Broadcasting Commission. In 1995 an agreement has been reached between Opening

Learning Australia and the Commonwealth Government worth S1c4 million to

establish the "Open learning innovative and quality enhancement scheme". Its aim is
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to encourage the development of teaching materials for on-line delivery. By May

1996, computer aided learning (http://www.ola.edu.aulolafacts.htm.) supported 75o/o

of the course units.

o The Co-operative Multi-media Centre Program is an initiative of Creative Nation. Its

aim is to encourage the development of Australian multi-media titles for education,

art, cornmerce and technology. There are currently six co-operatives established in

Australia. The University of Adelaide is associated with one of them which is called

the Ngapartji Co-operative Multi-Media Centre. Its other members are: Flinders

University; University of South Australia; South Australian TAFE; primary and

secondary school education providers; arts and cultural bodies; and local industry.

o The Committee for the Advancement of University Teaching was formed in 7992 to

help enhance the qualrty of teaching and learning in Australian Universities. It has a

particular interest in the development of information technology and higher education.

It financially supports such Australian-based projects with grants.

o The Professional and PostGraduate Education body was established to provide

practitioners from a wide raîge of professions with continuing education materials.

This is supported by a number of Universities across Australia and most of the

subjects are broadcast by the SBS nationaþ and by ATV internationally.

Visionary and effective though these initiatives have beer¡ the Hesketh Report

(Hesketh et al 1996) points out that the adoption of their policies has not penetrated

University teaching at more than a superficial level. The reasons for this are thought to

be confusion, indecision, resistance, as well as a lack of resources and know how. Their

impression was that, even though the University educators appreciated the arrival of the

electronic information age and understood the nèed to keep in pace with developments,

they remained cautious about its integration into the existing systems. The perception

was that the technology will merely add time and pressure to an already over-burdened

staff. This is a valid concern in view of the general deficiencies in information

technology infrastructure, trainng and stafffamiliarity with new forms of teaching

methodology. The report points out that student demand for these new teaching formats

may well be a more significant stimulus for change. Students are becoming increasingly

aware of the availability of more flexible delivery systems for teaching but the effect of a

student-driven market force has not been fully assessed. The authors of this report were

concerned that the application of information technologies in Australia is not proceeding
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as fast as in other nations. They recognised that the internationalisation of education has

already begun and warned that Australian courscs will not remain competitive unlcss they

match this progress. They recofirmended that Australian educators become pro-active

and develop professionally packaged CAL courses through collaborative efforts between

the Universities as well as in partnership with private enterprise. Such a model has been

successful in the U.K. and was used by the Unit of Plastic Surgery, Department of

Surgery, Universþ of Adelaide, for the production of a new MM entitled 'Practical Skin

Wound Management'.

1.3.11 Multi Media Developments in the Department of Surgery at The

University of Adelaide

The University of Adelaide, Department of Surgery has been at the

forefront of information technology developments. Devitt and Palmer (1998) have

developed an interactive MM for undergraduate surgical training entitled MEDICI. It

uses clinical simulations and problem solving exercises to provide selÊpaced

undergraduate teaching of diagnosis and management in general surgery. The program

has been in place since 1995 and has been evaluated by a randomised comparative study.

Eighty-four 5ú year students were enrolled in the study and exposure to MEDICI was

compared to tutorial attendance. Generally MEDICI was found to be as effective as

tutorials for learning theoretical knowledge and clinical problem solving. Specifically, it

was superior in the instruction of data analysis. The authors conclude that'the challenge

for the future is not so much in proving to students that CAL is a worth while learning

resource, but in persuading our colleges and fellow teachers that this is an effective and

viable teaching medium, of proven educational wortn"'.

The Unit ofPlastic Surgery has been instrumental in teaching practical skin wound

management to both medical students and general practitioners. Traditionall¡ much of

the undergraduate and even postgraduate experience is largely determined by the qualrty

of teaching received during their clinical attachments. Consequently there is much

variation in the qualrty and quantþ of tuition and training that is received from rather ad

hoc exposure. Senior staffin the Unit of Plastic Surgery believe that undergraduates and

junior postgraduate surgical trainees are often markedly deficient in their practical

abilities to manage skin wounds. Furthermore, experience gained by staffat general

practitioner conferences and practical skills workshops has made it evident that even
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experienced general practitioners could very much benefit from additional instruction on

this subject. While workshops have been regarded as a very successful way of educating

students and practitioners on wound management, there are major limitations in the

numbers that can be taught in this way. Additionally, such methods are very much

dependent on the quality of the lecturers, which may vary considerably.

1.3.12 Raison I)'Etre For PS\ilM

In response to this perceived need to improve the education al

delivery of practical skin wound management and with due sensitivþ to the rapidly

evolving multimedia communication systems applicable to medical education, the Unit of
Plastic Surgery produced an MM on CD RoM entitled 'Practical Skin Wound

Management' (PSWM). The content of this MM was tailored to meet the feedback

suggestions of over 500 general practitioners attending practical skills workshops in the

preceding 5 years. PSWM and was developed as a collaboration between the Unit of
Plastic Surgery and the Cooperative Research Centre for Tissue Growth and Repair.

This Cooperative has as its partners the University of Adelaide, the Commonwealth

Scientific and Industrial Research Organzation, the Child Health Research Institute and

the Dairy Research and Development Cooperative. The Cooperative Research Centre

was a major sponsor with the remaining untied funds coming from grants and donations.

1.3.13 Objectives of This Study

Having produced this MM the next goal was to test its efficacy as an

undergraduate teaching tool. Multi-media applications have already been shown to be as

effective as traditional teaching methods such as didactic lectures, reading text books,

group tutorials and even bed side clinical teaching. To the author's knowledge, there

have been no published studies to date, which asses the efficacy of MM for teaching

students the theoretical basis of the practical management of skin wounds. Additionally,

no MM has been reported nor assessed for its ability to teach suturing nor tying of knots,
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two very important clinical motor skills in the management of skin wounds. It was to fill

these two gaps that the author conducted this prospective randomised study.
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CIIAPTER TWO

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 THE MTILTI.MEDIA APPLICATION ENTITLED 'PRACTICAL SI<IN

wouND MANAGEMENT' (PSWM)

2.1.1 Content of PSWM

A multi-media format was chosen as the best way to present material

relating to the practical management of skin wounds. Component modules are presented

as a combination oftext, graphic art, photographic images and real time video. Although

video images place large demands on available memory space, they were considered

important to display the 3-dimensionality of surgical ergonomics. Other images such as

clinical photographs, graphic art, graphs and tables, a¡e used to illustrate specific points

discussed in the text. The text provides up-to-date theory and evidence-based practice

relating to skin wound management. The range of topics presented include wound

management decision making, pre-operative preparation, anaesthesia, operative

intervention (eg. debridement), wound closure (eg. suturing), dressings and post-

operative follow-up. As a prelude, PSWM provides tuition on skin anatomy and the

biology of skin wound healing. The concluding module is a 'quiz' section where the

participants are invited to test their newly acquired knowledge. To further facilitate

learning on topic, all quiz questions provide the participant with additional information in

response to them choosing the correct answer..

2.1.2 Format of PSWM

PSIWM is an interactive multi-media application that has been

designed with Multi-media Toolbook for operation on a PC platform. Interactivity is

inherent in the content being presented as an interplay between fully referenced text,

clinical photographs, original graphic art and real time video. The material seen by the

treatment group students is demonstrated in Figures 1 to 4l in Appendix B. The program

is very simple and user friendly The users read the text by scrolling down the tool bar.

The text provides factual information and describes the relevant operative procedures.

Throughout the text are cues instructing the user when to click on a specific image or
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run a video clip. The text contains hash marks with numbers indicating which image

screen button to click onto in order to see a specific image. For example, the symbol #3

means that the student should click on the third button in order to see the relevant image

There are also indications for when to play the videos of which there may be more than

one per page. The users have fulI control of the images. They may choose which to see

and in what order They may also control the speed and direction of play of the video.

Such interactivity with the images provides the user with the opportunity to repeatedly

review apart of a procedure while attempting to perform the same.

2.1.3 Ancillary Aids for Learning Practical Skills

An innovative component of PSWM is that it provides the users with

suturing and knot tying platfonns on which to practice these skills while viewing on-

screen examples. This feedback serves to reinforce the learning of these practical skills.

Students are given polyurethane suturing platforms with simulated wounds on which to

practice their suturing as they view the suturing sections. Such a platforr¡ before and

after use, is illustrated in Figure 2.1. They are also provided with knot tying platforms to

practice their tying of knots as they view the relevant section on screen. These are made

of large caliber, braided polypropylene cord to facilitate knot disassembly and re-use.

Coloured cord is used to make clear the sequence of knot tying and to facilitate

inspection of the knot. Figure 2.2 shows a knot tying platform before being tied and one

after the knots have been tied.

2.1.6 Content of PS\ilM Used in the Study

As PSWM contains alarge volt¡me of multi-media based material

requiring several hours to read, representative and relevant information was used for this

prospective randomised study. From PSWM, three sections relating to skin wound

closure were selected for testing by the students. These were:

1. Section 3 of module 1 which deals with the theory and practice of wound closure

modalities, namely primary, secondary, iæfüary closure and closure by epithelial

regeneration. These are very important decision making concepts that are often

misunderstood and confused by practicing clinicians. This deficiency reflects a lack of

exposure to the topic in undergraduate teaching. .
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2. Section 5 of module 5 deals with the theory and practice of suturing. Besides

discussing the basios of good suturing, practical instruction is provided on the placement

and tying of the five most commonly used percutaneous skin sutures, namely: single

intemrpted loop, vertical mattress, horizontal mattress, subcuticular and half buried

horizontal (corner stitch) sutures.

3. Section 6 of module 5 deals with the theory and practice of tying knots. Accurate

knot tying is obviously important in wound closure but often performed incorrectly by

practitioners lacking formal tuition in the mechanics of knot tying. In this section

students are taken through the development of knots from the pitfalls of a granny knot to

the structure of a basic square knot, before the logical progression to the universal

surgeons' knot. Considerable time was also spent explaining cornmon effors in knot

tying and how to avoid them.

These three sections were chosen as they are representative of PSWM and are of
particular relevance to medical students education. Taken together, these three sections

took the students approximately one hour to run and gave the examiners 100 examinable

points to test them on. Independent examiners assessed the students' performances by

comparing them with an ideal ans\ryer or technique.
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2.2 MEDTCAL STUDENT PARTICIPANTS OF THE STUDY

2.2.1 Selection of Medical Students for Testing the PSWM

Volunteers to test the usefulness of PSWM were recruited from the

fourth and sbrth year medical students at The University of Adelaide between April to

July 1998, inclusive. Eighty students volunteered, forty 4ft years and forty 6th years.

These groups were assessed separately. Each group was sub-divided into

treatment/computer and control groups. This was achieved by alternatively allocating

students to one sub-group or the other. There were 4ft year computer and control

groups, with twenty in each. There were also 6'h year computer and control groups, with

twenty students in each. The computer groups received the PSWM program as an

addition to their curriculum. The control groups did not receive the PSWM. Students

exposure to skin wound management occurs to varying degrees, in all of their clinical

attachments. Therefore it was not possible to rigidly structure the computer and control

groups in order to make them truly comparative. That is to say, it was not possible to

have the computer group only receive the PSWM and no other traditional teaching.

Consequently it was decided to add the PS\WM to the computer groups and compare

their scores to the control groups who did not receive the PSWM.

The population variables considered were gender, age, English language skills and

clinical attachments during the testing period. No attempt was made to match the

groups, instead the students were randomly allocated to alternatively allocated to the

subgroups. Statistical assessment of inter-group homogeneity of the above variables was

conducted to be sure that potential population biases were not being introduced.

Langtage skills were considered as a variable because not all students had English as

their first language. However the investigator did not expect this to be a significant

variable as the students had all obviously successfully passed at least the first three years

of medical school, therefore their English language skills must have been advanced.

Certainly they should have had no difficulties with the "reader füendly" text used in the

PSWM program. However, to be confident of this, the computer groups were subjected

to a five minute informal interview to check that their language skills were adequate to

run the PSWM program, thereby excluding this as a possible variable. All the students

were found to have satisfactory language skills.
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In order to keep the groups isolated, the students in the computer groups were

specifically asked to refrain from communicating PSWM information with the control

groups.

2.2.2 The 4th Year Student Study Groups

At The University of Adelaide, medical students do not receive formal

tuition on skin wound management in their first four undergraduate years. For this study

the 4ú year groups were considered as a naive population regardingthe theory and

practice of skin wound management. The 4ú year computer group received PSWM

whereas the control group did not. As this was the only scheduled instruction the 4ft

year students received during the trial period on skin wound management, PS'WM acted

as a novel learning experience and so this component of the study was a test ofPSWM

as a primary teaching tool. The 4ú yea_ control group did not receive any alternative

structured tuition on skin wound management.

2.2.3Tlrre 6th Year Student Study Groups

During their sixth year, medical students are expected to develop an

understanding of, and relevant motor skills relating to, practical skin wound

management. They are exposed to both acute and chronic wounds during their medical

and surgical attachments. In addition they attend tutorials and practical skills workshops

on different aspects of skin wound management eg suturing and knot tying tutorials

using a pig trotter model. Material relating to skin wound management is examinable.

Due to the presence of scheduled, traditional teaching on skin wound management, the

PS\ryM program was considered as a supplemental teaching tool for the 6ft year

computer group. The control group simply followed their curriculum.
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2.3 TECHNIQUE OF TESTING PS}VM AS A LEARNING TOOL

2.3.1 Comparison of Learning Between the Computer and Control Groups

All tests used for assessing the computer and control groups were

identical. The 4ft and 6ft year computer groups underwent an initial test (pre test),

followed by one hour's tuition with PSWM, and followed by an immediate test (post-test

1) to assess immediate retention. A final test (post-test2), was used one month later to

assess long term retention. The 4ft and 6ft year control groups underwent the same pre-

test, followed by a further test a month later (post test2). They did not have access to

PSWM, therefore post test I was not relevant for them. It may be suggested that the

computer group had an unfair advantage in that they had the opportunity of doing the

test three times compared to only twice for the control group. However the investigator

is not aware of any convincing studies which support the idea that repeated exposure to a

particular examination helps to significantly improve subsequent examination results. It is

the feedback or newly acquired knowledge that improves subsequent examination

results. The computer groups were not given feedback but they were given the

opportunity to learn new knowledge while viewing the PSWM program. It is this gain in

knowledge that the investigator wished to assess.

The students' normal teaching programs were not altered or influenced in any way. The

pre-test was used to provide a baseline comparison between the groups. Post-test 1 was

used to quanti$t learning and immediate retention for the treatment group students

following exposure to the PSWM. Post test 2 was used to quantiff long term retention,

over a one month period, for the treatment group. Importantþ post-test 2 was also

used to compare educational gains made by the control and treatment groups.

2.3.2 Structure and Method of Tests

The same test was given to the 4ft and 6ft year students. The pre and

post-tests were identical. The test with answers, in full is shown in Appendix C. The test

consisted of a written and an Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE)

component. The written component aimed to test theoretical knowledge while the

OSCE tested practical motor skills competence. The written component consisted of

34 questions requiring a total of 55 single word or phrase responses. A number of
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questions required more than one answer. Each correct ¿rriswer scored I mark, there was

no negative marking. The OSCE consisted of 8 skill stations for suturing and tying knots,

worth atotal of 39 marks. The students were required to perform 5 different types of

sutures and 3 different types of knots. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the suturing and knot

tying platforms on which the students were required to perform their clinical skills. The

students were instructed to place one of each of the required sutures in the mock wounds

on the poþrethane foam suturing platform. There was a maximum allocation of six

marks for each suture. Two marks were given for correct form of the suture, two for

correct vertical symmetry, and two for correct horizontal symmetry. Emphasis on proper

suturing techniques was made in the suturing section of module 5, and marked

accordingly in the test. This marking system allowed for a more in-depth evaluation of

the acquired motor skills of suturing. In addition to the suturing, students were required

to tie one of each ofthe requested knots. The square knot received two marks, the

surgeon's square knot four marks, and correct tying ofthe slip knot was awarded th¡ee

marks. For the surgeon's square knot two marks were given for a double furn in the first

throw and a single turn in the second th¡ow and two marks given for it being a square

knot, that is the ear and the loop exiting the knot on the same side (see figure 2.2). The

slip knot needed to have at least two throws in the fashion of a slip knot. As for the

suturing tests, the marking system for knot tying allowed a more in-depth evaluation of

the acquired motor skills.

There \ryas no time limit for sitting the tests nor for running the program. The emphasis

was on qualrty of learning and tasks performed and not on speed, which only comes with

time and experience. The students took approximately 30 minutes to do the written and

30 minutes to do the OSCE tests. It took the treatment group students, on average, one

hour to run all three sections of the PSWM program. The students were supervised

while they were performing the tasks. The suturing and knot tying platfonns were

collected and given to two separate examiners as discussed in section 2.3.5.

2.3.3 Selection of Test Methods for Theoretical Knowledge

The aim was to select a test that could effectively assess the students'

learning of both theoretical knowledge and practical motor skills. There are two basic

types of written examination formats for testing factual information (Jelovsek et al

1e8e):
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l.Alternative choice questions eg. multiple choice, true or false, or matching statements.

2.Constn¡ctecl response eg. short answer, filI in the blank, essays.

Alternative choice questions were not selected due to the significant incidence of

students correctly guessing the right answer. Essays were not deemed appropriate for

testing the factual information supplied by the PS\ryM therefore a short answer response

format was chosen. The program provided I l0 examinable factual points. The PSWM

'test blueprint' (Newble et al 1994) nominated that no more than 25Yo of the factual

points come from Module I with the remainder from Module 5. By using these criteria

and selecting the most clinically relevant pieces of information for testing, the examiners

selected 13 questions from Module I and 42 questions from Module 5. The examiners

were careful to select and write questions that were deemed fair to the control group.

The selected questions were based on information considered essential to an experienced

practitioner It is important to note that the questions were not written to be equal to the

students' level, but rather equivalent to an independently working practitioner. This was

deemed appropriate as the aim of PSWM is to provide tuition up to this level.

2.3.4 Selection of Test Methods for Practical Motor Skilts

The program provided tuition on 17 clinical motor skills of varying

compleúty. Following the PSWM 'test blueprint' (Newble et al 7994),8 of the most

clinically relevant skills were chosen for testing. To determine the effectiveness of clinical

motor skills learnt by CAL is difficult and some authors consider eústing evaluation

techniques to be inadequate (Glenn 1996). This study placed considerable emphasis on

assessing the clinical skills learnt from PSWM. An OSCE was used to test the students'

clinical skills. This examination format has been shown to be an effective way of

assessing the clinical competence of medical students (Newble et al7994, Tervo et al

1997). These were performed on suturing and knot tying platforms. This enabled the

author to collect and code the students' efforts in suturing and knot tying, then present

these to the examiners at a later date. This removed any possible examiner bias, and

removed the need for examiners to be present during the testing period.
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2.3.5 Marking of the Tests

All tests were marked by two blinded, independent examiners.

Examination papers and practical skills platforms were coded by the author and handed

to the examiners on a separate occasion. Only the author knew students' identities. The

examiners were at no time a\vare of which examination papers or platforms belonged to

which arm of the study, thus avoiding examiner bias (Newble & Paget 1996). The

examiners handed the marked papers and platforms back to the author for compilation of
a databank. The examiners were not involved in the development of this PSWM

program nor did they have any contact with the students during the testing period. Both

examiners were initially taken through mock runs of marking papers and platforms in

order to ensure consensus in the marking procedure (Newble,& Paget 1996). When

consistency was achieved, they were allowed to mark the students' papers and platforms.

The author at no time audited their assessments after the initial training period.

2.3.6 Statistical Analysis of Results

To assess for homogeneity between the computer and control groups,

the categorised variables ie. gender, English as first language and clinical term during

testing period, were analysed using Chi-square test with Program 4F, 'Two-way and

multi-frequency tables', from the BMDP Statistical Software Package (Dixon 1993).

The continuous variable of age, was analysed using t-Test with Program 3D, 't-Tests',

from the BMDP Statistical Software Package @ixon 1993). Comparisons of theoretical

knowledge and practical skill acquisition were made between the computer and control

groups by using Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance with Program 5V, '

Unbalanced repeated measures AOV', from the BMDP Statistical Software Package

@ixon 1993). To compare theoretical knowledge and practical skills end-points

between the 4u'year control and 6ú computer groups, asymptotic Z-scores were used.

These were calculated by comparing the difference in estimated means referenced to the

standard error of a difference ie.

( 4" y, meqn - 6" y, mean ) divided by ( 4th yr 5.8.2 + 6'h yr 5.8.2 )square root.

Only p-values of less than or equal to 0.01 were considered statistically significant on the

recommendation of Mr Phillip Leppard BA (Hons, Stats), statistical consultant,

Department of Statistics, The University of Adelaide, who also did all the statistical

analyses. A p-value of less than 0.01 rather than 0.05 was chosen to make a more
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stringent assessment of outcome. Our interest lay with confidently identi$ing significant

differences in learning outcomes between the groups which received the PSWM and

those which did not.

Results are presented as real figures and not as a percentage of the maximum possible

test result. The tests were structured to assess the students' ability to learn from the

PSWM program material that was considered important to an independent medical

practitioner. It was not structured to allow them to attain a 50Yo pass mark. Percentage

scores were therefore not considered to be important.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESULTS

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO RESULTS

3.1.1 Structure of Results Section

The presentation of results is sub-divided into three sections:

1. Population variables: assessment of inter-group homogeneity

2. Compansons of learning between computer and control groups

3. Assessment of retention of newly learnt material

Results are detailed in the relevant tables and illustrated in the graphs. The Z and P

values that are not applicable are listed as 'na' in the tables. This notation does not mean

not available. Six of the eighty students did not do their final tests, however the statistical

programs were able to account for missing values.
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3.2 POPULATION VARIABLES \ilITHIN THF STTIDY

3.2.1 Assessment of Categorised Variables Between Control and

Computer Groups

The characteristics of both the computer and control groups for gender,

English being the first language, and the students term commitments, were examined for

homogeneity using Chi-square tests. No significant differences were found between the

control and computer groups within both the 4ú year and 6ft year students regarding

these variables. The single possible exception was the 4th year control group that had

more students doing their surgical term during the testing period than the computer

group. The p-value for this difference was 0.036, which did not reach statistical

significance according to our criteria. Tables 3.1 to 3.6 show the data relating to the

students' gender, English as first langaage and clinical attachment terms.

Table 3.1:

Gender distribution, a variable between the control and computer group 4th year

students.

Gender

male

female

Control

group

7

13

Computer

group

Total

Total 20

15

t2 25

40

8

20

Pearsons Chi-square value : 0.11, D.F.:l, p-value : 0.74

Yates corrected Chi-square value:0.01, D.F. : 1, p-value :0.999
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Table 3.2:

Gender distribution, a variable between the control and computer group 6th year

students.

Gender

male

female

English øs

first language

no

Control

group

I4

6

Computer

group

11

9

20

Total

25

15

Totol

8

32

Total 20 40

Pearsons Chi-square value :0.96, D.F. : 1, p-value: 0.33

Yates corrected Chi-square value:0.43, D.F. : 1, p-value:0.51

Table 3.3:

Engtish as first language, a variable between the control and computer group 4th

year students.

Control

group

4

76

Computer

group

4

t6yes

Total 20 40

Chi-square test not relevant, groups equally matched.

20
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Table 3.4:

English as first language, a variable between the control and computer group 6th

year students.

English as

first language

no

surgery

medioine

other

Total

Control

group

8

t2

Control

Group

10

6

4

Computer

group

8

12

Totol

1,6

24yes

Total 20 40

Chi-square test not relevant, groups equally matched.

Table 3.5:

Clinical attachment during the testing period, a variable between the control and

computer group 4'h year students.

Clinical Term

20

20

Computer Total

Group

5 15

l4 20

1 5

20 40

Pearson Chi-square value : 6.67, D.F. : 2, p-value: 0.036
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Table 3.6:

Clinical attachment during the testing period, a variable between the control and

computer group 6th year students.

Clinical Term

surgery

medicine

other

Total

Control

Group

9

10

1

20

Computer Total

Group

I 77

8 18

4 5

20 40

Pearson Chi-square value :2.08, D.F. : 2,p-value: 0.35

3.2.2 Assessment of Continuous Variables Between Control and

Computer Groups

Student age was a continuous variable and therefore tested by t-Test.

No significant difference was found in the mean ages between the computer and control

groups within the 4ú and 6ú year groups. Tables 3.7 and 3.8 show the relevant data.

Table 3.7:

Age as a variable between the control and computer group 4th year students.

Control Computer

group group

mean age 27.30 27.65

0.42 0.36S.E.M.

Pooled t-Test value :0,63, D.F. :38, p-value:0.54
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Table 3.8:

Age as a variable between the control and computer group 6th year students.

Control Computer

groupSroup

mean age

s.E.M.

2330 25.90

0.33 t.t7

Pooled t-Test value :2.24, D.F. = 38, p-value : 0.03
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3.3 COMPARISONS OF THNORETICAL KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICAL

SKILLS LEARNING BETWEEN THE CONTROL AIYD COMPUTER

GROUPS

3.3.1 Strategy for Comparing the Computer and Control Groups Test

Results

The computer groups did three lots of tests. pre-test, post-testl

(immediately after exposure to PSWM program) and post-test 2 (one month later). Pre-

test was a base-line test. Post-test I was used to asses "short-term retention" of the

material newly learnt from PSWM, hence was given approximately one hour after the

base-line pre-test. Post-test 2 was used to asses "long-term retention", hence was done

one month later. The control groups only did two tests: pre-test and post-test 2. They

did not do post-test 1, to retest them would have meant asking them to take a repeat test

one hour after their pre-test without having had the benefit of any teaching in the interim,

therefore it would not have served any purpose. Post-test 2 was given to the control

groups a month latter to asses them for new skills and knowledge that they may have

acquired during their clinical attachments.

In comparing the computer and control groups, only pre-test and post-

test2 results were used, as these were the tests that they had in common.

3.3.2 Comparisons of Theoretical Knowledge Learning Between

4th year Computer and Control Groups

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance was used to compare the changes

between the pre-test and post-test 2 measurements of theoretical knowledge made on

individuals across the 4ft year groups. The Analysis of Variance Table (Table 3.9)

shows there to be a significant difference in the goup and time effects (p<0.001)

between the 4ft year control and computer groups in regard to their learning of skin

wound management theories.
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Table 3.9:

The Analysis of Variance Table of 4th year's theoreticnl knowlcdge scores

DF Chi-square P-value

Group

Time

G.T

1

1

I

3.55 0.060

77.29 < 0.001

40.14 < 0.001

The linear model forming the basis of this anaþsis was used to estimate the mean effects

and this is shown in Table 3.10 . The control group achieved mean pre-test and post-test

2 scoresof 14.3 and76.6, respectively(seerowsa,bintable3.l0). Thecomputergroup

achieved mean pre-test and post-test 2 scores of 10.5 and 26.5 respectively (rows c-d).

The control group had a higher baseline pre-test score than the computer group, 14.3 vs

10.5, p:0.04, however this did not reach statistical significance (row e). The 4ú year

control group did not significantly improve in their theoretical knowledge during the one

month, between their pre-test and post-test 2,14.3 vs 16.6 respectively , p:trs (row f).

However the 46 year computer group showed a marked improvement in their theoretical

knowledge scores between their pre-test and post-test 2, af one month, 10.5 vs 26.5

respectively, p-value < 0.001 (row g). Furthermore the computer group 4ft years did

significantly better in their final test (post-test 2) thanthe control group 4ú years, 26.5 vs

16.6, respectively, p-value < 0.001 (row h). Figure 3.1 graphically illustrates these

findings. Note that the maximum possible score is 55 points.
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Table 3.10:

Inter-group comparison of theoretical knowledge test scores between control and

computer group 4th year

Year Iheory tests Mqrks S.E. Z-score P-value

a) control group pre-test results

b) control group pre-test 2 results

c) computer gloup pre-test results

d) computer group post-test 2 results

e) control vs computer group pre-test

f) control group pre-testvs post-test 2

g) computer group pre-test vs post-test 2

h) control vs computer group post-test 2

16.63 1.44

10.50 1.34

26.50 r.34

+3.85 1.89

+2.28 7.57 7.49 0.157

+16.00 1.49 10.76 < 0.001

- 9.87 7.96 5.02 < 0.001

Figure 3.1

Iheorcfical I(nout@e Scorts forthe 4th Year

Students

t4.35 1.33 îa

na

na

na

2.03

na

na

na

na

0.042

50

Æ

30

20

10

0

Øo
oo
Ø

Øo

æntrd
group pre

ted

æntrd
grorrp p6t-

ted 2
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3.3.3 Comparisons of Theoretical Knowledge Learning Between

6th year Computer and Control Groups

The Analysis of Variance Table (Table 3. 1 1) shows there to be a

significant difference in the group and time effects (p<0.001) between the 6th year control

and computer groups in regard to their learning of skin wound management theories.

Table 3.11:

The Analysis of Variance Table of 6th years theoretical knowledge scores

DF Chi-square P-vqlue

Group

Time

G.T

I

The linear model forming the basis of this anaþsis was used to estimate the mean effects

and this is shown in Table 3.72. The control group achieved mean pre-test and post-test

2 scores of 19.2 and 19.1, respectiveþ (rows a,b). The treatment group achieved mean

pre-test and post-test 2 scores of 16.9 and29.1, respectively (rows c,d). There was no

significant difference between the 6m year control and computer groups baseline pre-test

scores on theoretical knowledge,79.2 vs 16.9 respectively, p:fs (row e). The 6th year

control group did not significantþ improve in their theoretical knowledge during the one

month between the pre-test and post-test2,79.2 vs 19.l respectively. p:ns (row f).

However the 6ft year computer group showed a marked improvement in their theoretical

knowledge scores between their pre-test and podt-test 2, 16.9 vs 29.1 respectively, p-

value < 0 001 (row g). Furthermore the computer group 6ú years did significantly better

in their final test (post-test 2) thanthe control group 6ú years, 29.7 vs 19.1 respectively,

p-value < 0.001 (row h). Figure 3.2 graplncally illustrates these findings. Note the

maúmum possible score for the theory test is 55 points.

1

I

4.47 0.035

49.35 < 0.001

50.95 < 0.001
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Table 3.12:

fnter-group comparison of theoretical knowledge test scores between

computer group 6th year students

Year Theory tests Marks ,S.E Z-score P-value

a) control group pre-test results

b) control group post-test 2 results

c) computer group pre-test results

d) computer group post-test 2 results

e) control vs computer group pre-test

f) control group pre-testvs post-test 2

g) computer group pre-test vs post-test 2

h) control vs computer goup post-test 2

Figure 3.2

test scores

cryfrol
gcw
prdest

Theorrctical Knom{@e Scores

forthe 6thYear Strdenß

19.28

19.18

16.98

29.78

+2.30

- 0.10

+12.20

-10.00

1.47

r.45

t.47

1.43

7.99

1.23

7.2s

2.04

ourpúer
gorp
prdest

na

na

îa

na

0.248

0.937

< 0.001

< 0.001

na

na

na

na

1.16

0.08

10.13

4.97

50

40

30

n
10

0

cotrol
gcìæ

pmtat2

omryfu
gorp
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3.3.4 Comparisons of Practical Skills Learning Between the 4th year

Computer and Control Groups

The Analysis of Variance Table (Table 3.13) shows there to be a significant

difference in the group and time effects (p<0.001) between the 46 year control and

computer groups in regard to their learning of practical skills, namely suturing and tying

knots.

Table 3.13:

The Analysis of Variance Table of 4th years practical skills scores

DF Chi-square P-vqlue

Group

Time

G.T

I 79.42 < 0.001

The linear model forming the basis of this analysis was used to estimate the mean effects

and this is shown in Table 3.14. The control group achieved mean pre-test and post-test

2 scores of 6.2 and 6.8, respectivd (rows a,b). The computer group achieved mean

pre-test and post-test 2 scores of 5.5 and 31.9, respectiveþ (rows c,d). There was no

significant difference between the 4ú year control and computer groups baseline pre-test

scores onpractical skills competence, 6.2vs 5.5 respectivel¡ p:ns (row e).

Additionally, the 4Á year control group did not improve significantly in their practical

skills during the one month between the pre-test and post-test2,6.2 vs 6.8 respectively,

p:ns (row f). However the computer group 4n years showed a marked improvement in

their practical skills scores between their pre-test and post-test 2, 5.5 vs 31.9

respectively, p-value < 0.001 (row g). Furthermore the computer group 4ft years did

significantþ better in their final test (post-test 2) rhanthe control group 4ú years, 31.9 vs

6.8 respectively, p < 0.001 (row h). Figure 3.3 graphtcally illustrates these findings.

Note the maximum possible score for the OSCE's is 39 points.

7 222.33 < 0.001

1 203.48 < 0.001
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Table 3.14: Inter-group comparison of practical skitls test scores between control

and computer group 4th year

Year OSCE tests Marks ,S..8 Z-score P-value

a) control group pre-test results

b) control group post-test 2 results

c) computer group pre-test results

d) computer group post-test 2 results

e) control vs computer group pre-test

f) control group pre-test vs post-test 2

g) computer group pre-test vs post-test 2

h) control vs computer group post-test 2

Figure 3.3

hadical Skills Scorcs fortlrc 4thYear Srderfs

0

oOfxd guæ
pÞt€st

ocffid gruæ

post-test 2

ourpÍergrup
petest

na

na

na

na

0.652

0.657

< 0.001

< 0.001

omp'úergu.p
pæt-t€st 2

6.23

6.81

5.50

3 1.90

- 0.73

+0.58

+26.40

- 25.09

l.r4

1.22

1.74

1.74

1.67

7.32

1.24

r.67

TA

na

na

na

0.45

0.44

27.26

75.04

30

20

10

ct)
c)
í-ro
C)(t)

(t)
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3.3.5 Comparisons of Practical Skills Learning Between the 6th year

Computer and Control Groups

The Analysis of Variance Table (Table 3.15) shows there to be a significant

difference in the group and time effects (p<0 001) between the 6ft year control and

computer groups in regard to their learning of skin wound practical skills, namely

suturing and tying knots.

Table 3.15:

The Analysis of Variance Table of 6th years practical skills scores

DF Chi-square P-value

Group

Time

G.T

I

I

1

4.80 0.028

79.52 < 0.001

15.35 < 0.001

The linear model forming the basis of this analysis was used to estimate the mean effects

and this is shown in Table 3.16. The control group achieved mean pre-test and post-test

2 scores of 18.8 and25.2 respectively (rows a,b). The computer group achieved mean

pre-test and post-test 2 scores of 77 .4 and 33 .7, respectively (rows c,d). There was no

significant difference between the 6th year control and computer groups' baseline pre-test

scores on practical skills competence, 18.8 vs 17.4 respectively, p:ns (row e). Boththe

6ú year control and computer groups significantly improved their practical skills during

the one month between the pre-test and post-test 2. The control group's pre-test and

post-test 2 results were 18.8 vs25.1 respectively, p<0.001 (rows f). The computer

group achieved 17.4 vs 33.7 respectively, p<0.001 (row g). However the computer

group 6ú years achieved significantly better results in their final tests (post-test 2) than

the control group 6ft years, 33.7 vs25.1 respectively, p-value < 0.001 (row h). Figure

3.4 graphrcally illustrates these findings. Note the maximum possible score for the

OSCE's is 39 points.
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Table 3.16:

Inter-group comparison of practical skills test scores befween control antl

computer group 6th year

Year OSCE tests Marlçs S.E. Z-score P-value

a) control group pre-test results

b) control group post-test 2 results

c) computer group pre-test results

d) computer group post-test 2 ¡esults

e) control vs computer group pre-test

f) control group pre-test vs post-test 2

g) computer group pre-test vs post-test 2

h) control vs computer goup post-test 2

Figure 3.4

18.83

25.20

11.43

33.78

-1.40

+6.37

+16.36

-8.58

7.44

1.51

1.44

1.48

2.04

1.82

1.79

2.tt

øTlafer
grow pre

test

na

na

na

na

0.492
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na
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3.3.6 Comparison of Theoretical Knowledge and Practical Skills End-

Points Between 4th Year Computer and 6th Year Control Groups

Asymptotic Z-scores were used to compare the end-points between the

4th year computer group and the 6ft year control group. It was of interest to find that

the 4ú year computer group actually scored significantly higher post-test 2 results than

the 6ú year control group, for both theoretical knowledge Q.6.5 vs 19.1, p<0.001) and

practical skills (3 1 . 9 vs 25 .I, p<0 .00 1), even though the 4ú year's started at a much

lower level. Table 3.17 compares their theory scores while table 3.18 compares their

practical skills scores.

Table 3.17:

fnter-group comparison of theoretical knowledge post-test 2 results between 4th

year computer and 6th year control groups.

year year

Computer group Control group

Post-test 2 results for theory

S.E.

Z score:3.71. p-value: < 0.001

Table 3.18:

Inter-group comparison of practical skills post-test 2 results between 4ú year computer

and 6ú year control groups.

year year

Computer group Control group

Post-test 2 results for motor skills

S.E.

26.5

1.34

79.2

7.45

3r.9

l.t4

25.2

1.51

Z score : 3 .54, p-value : < 0.00 I
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3.4 ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS' RETENTION OF NEWLY LEARNT

MATERIAL FOLLOWING EXPOSTIRE TO PSWM PROGRAM

3.4.7 Assessment of Theoretical Knowledge Retention by 4th Year

Students

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance was used to compare the 4ft

year computer group's pre-test , post-test I (done immediately after exposure to PSWM)

and post-test 2 (done 1 month after PSWM exposure) measurements of theoretical

knowledge. The Analysis ofVariance Table (Table 3 19) shows there to be a significant

difference in the time effects (p<0.001) between the test results achieved by the 4û year

computer group students.

Table 3.19:

The Analysis of Variance Table for the 4th year computer group's theoretical

knowledge scores

DF Chi-square P-value

Time 2 770.03 < 0.001

The linear model forming the basis of this analysis was used to estimate the mean effects

and this is shown in table 3.20 . The 4ü year students' mean pre-test, post-test 1 and

post-test 2 scores were 10.5, 29 .9 and 26.5 , respectively (rows a-c). They had a

significant improvement in theoretical knowledge score between the pre-test and post-

test 1, 10.5 vs 29.9 respectively, p<0.001 (row d). This value was used as a gauge of

immediate retention of new learning material. However there was a tendency towards

reduction of theoretical knowledge scores, in the intervening month between post-test I

and post-test 2, 29.9 vs 26.5 respectively, p:0.031, but this did not reach statistical

significance (row f). This difference \üas used to gauge the rate of loss of newly learnt

material during the month following exposure to PSWM.
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Table 3.20:

Intra-group comparison of theoretical knowledge results within the 4th year

computer group

Theory test Test Results ^y.E Z-score P-value

a) pre-test

b) post-test 1

c) post-test 2

d) pre-test vs post-test 1

e) pre-test vs post-test 2

f) post-test 1 vs post-test 2

10.50

29.93

26.50

+19.43

+16.00

- 3.43

1.61

1.61

1.61

1.59

7.59

l.s9

na

na

na

12.27

10.06

2.75

na

na

na

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.031

3.4.2 Assessment of Theoretical Knowtedge Retention by 6tn Year Students

The Analysis of Variance Table (Table 3.21) shows there to be a significant

difference in time effects (p<0.001) between the theoretical knowledge test results

achieved by the 6û year computer group students.

Table 3.21:

The Analysis of Variance Table for the 6'h year computer group's theoretical

knowledge scores

DF Chi-square P-value

Time 2 256.48 < 0.001

The linear model forming the basis of this analysis was used to estimate the mean effects

and this is shown in table 3.22. The 6ú year students achieved mean pre-test, post-test I

and post-test 2 scores of 16.9, 34.5, and 29.0, respectively (rows a-c). They had a

significant improvement in theoretical knowledge score between the pre-test and post-

test 1, 16.9 vs 34.5 respectively, p<0.001 (row d). This is used as a gauge of immediate

retention of new learning material. There was a significant reduction of theoretical

knowledge score> in the intervening month between post-test I and post-test 2 scoresz
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34.5 vs 29.0 respectiveþ, p<0.001 (row f). This difEerence was used to gauge the

attrition rate of newly learnt material during the month following exposure to PSWM

Table 3.22:

Intra-group comparison of theoretical knowledge results within the 6th year

computer group

Theory test Test Results S.E. Z-score P-value

a) pre-test

b) post-test 1

c) post-test 2

d) pre-test vs post-test 1

e) pre-test vs post-test 2

f) post-test I vs post-test 2

16.98 1.50 na na

34.50 1.50 na na

29.09 1.50 na na

+I7.53 1.72 15.66 < 0.001

+12.12 7.r4 10.63 < 0.001

- 5.4t 7.14 4.74 < 0.001

3.4.3 Assessment of Practical Skills Retention by 4tn Year Students

Analysis of Variance Table (Table 3 23) shows there to be a significant

difference in time efiFects (p<0 001) between the practical skills test results achieved by

the 4û year computer group students.

Table 3.23:

The Analysis of Variance Table for the 4th year computer group's practical skills

scores.

DF Chi-square P-value

Time 2 464.54 < 0.001

The linear model forming the basis of this analysis was used to estimate the mean effects

and this is shown in table 3.24 . The 4ü year students mean practical skills pre-test, post-

test 1 and post-test 2 scores were 5.5, 37.7 and 31.9, respectively (rows a-c). They had

a significant improvement in practical skills score between the pre-test and post-test 1,

5.5 vs 31.7 respectively, p<0.001 (row d). This is used as a gauge of immediate

retention of new learning material. There was no significant reduction of practical skills
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score, in the intervening month between post-test I and post-test 2,31.7 vs 31.9, p:0.9

(row f).

Table 3.24:

Intra-group comparison of practical skills results within the 4th year computer

group

OSCE test Test Results S.E. Z-score P-vqlue

a) pre-test

b) post-test 1

c) post-test 2

d) pre-test vs post-test 1

e) pre-test vs post-test 2

f) post-test 1 vs post-test 2

5.s0

31.75

31.90

+26.25

+26.40

+0.15

7.74

1.14

7.t4

l.4r

1.47

1.47

na

na

na

18.61

t8.72

0.11

na

na

na

<0001

<0001

0 915

3.4.4 Assessment of Practical Skitts Retention by 6tn Year Students

The Analysis of Variance Table (Table 3 25) shows there to be a

significant difference in time effects (p<0.001) between the practical skills test results

achieved by the 6ú year computer group students.

Table 3.25:

The Analysis of Variance Table for the 6th year computer group's practical skills

scores.

DF Chi-square P-value

Time 2 722.44 < 0.001

The linear model forming the basis of this analysis was used to estimate the mean effects

and this is shown in table 3.26. The 6ft year students' mean pre-test, post-test I and

post-test 2 scores were 17.4,35.2 and 33.7, respectively (rows a-c). They had a

significant improvement in practical skills score between the pre-test and post-test 1,

17 .4 vs 35.2 respectively, p<0.001 (row d). This is used as a gauge of immediate

retention of new learning material. There was no significant reduction of theoretical
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knowledge scores, in the intervening month between post-test 1 and post-test 2,35.2 vs

33.7 respectively, p:0.4 (row f).

Table 3.26:

fntra-group comparison of practical skills results within the 6th year computer

group

OSCE test Test Results ,S.^8. Z-score P-value

a) pre-test

b) post-test 1

o) post-test 2

d) pre-test vs post-test 1

e) pre-test vs post-test 2

f) post-test 1 vs post-test 2

77.43

35.23

33.72

+17.80

+16.30

- 1.50

1.34

t.34

1.37

1.78

1.80

1.80

na

na

na

10.01

9.04

0.83

na

na

na

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.405 .
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND FUTURE APPLICATION

4.1 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1.1 Homogeneity of Study Groups

Both the fourth and sixth year students, computer and control groups

were well matched for the variables of age, gender, language skills and clinical

attachments during the period of investigations. The one potential exception was that of
the fourth year control group which had more students with exposure to surgery during

the period of investigation than the treatment group. This difference did not reach

statistical significance (p : 0 036). In any event, this potential bias was in the interests of
the study as it favoured the control, rather than the treatment group. Students are more

likely to receive practical skills training on skin wound mariagement during surgical

attachments than during medical attachments.

The computer and control groups for both the fourth and sixth year

students were also well matched for their baseline (pre-test) scores of theoretical

knowledge and practical motor skills. No significant differences were found between the

pre-test scores.

In summary the computer and control groups appeared to be well

matched for population variables and baselines of theoretical knowledge and practical

skills competence. Therefore, it is reasonable to.presume that later divergence in test

scores, between the computer and control groups is attributable to the educational input

of the PSWM program.
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4.1.2 PSWM as a Primary Teaching Tool

At The University of Adelaide, fourth year medical students receive no

scheduled training on practical skin wound management during this year of their

education. This is confirmed by the findings of this study that the control group fourth

year students made no significant progress in either their theoretical knowledge, nor

practical skills competency scores, during the period of investigation. In contrast, the

computer group 1/as exposed to skin wound management specific teaching, using the

PSWM program. For them, this acted as a primary teaching tool on this subject.

Subsequently the computer group made substantial and statistically significant

improvements in both their theoretical knowledge and practical skills competency scores.

The control fourth year group only improved their mean theoretical knowledge score by

4Yo , (ie.2 ertramarks out of 55), and their practical skills by 0.3Yo, (ie.0.2 extra marks

out of 39). However the computer groups significantly improved their theoretical

knowledge by 29% (ie. 16 extra marks out of 55), and their practical skills competence

score by 68Yo (ie.26.4 extra marks out of 39). Remembering that the computer group

only received a one-hour exposure to PSWM, these results indicate that PSWM is a

highly effective undergraduate 'stand-alone', primary teaching tool both for theoretical

knowledge and practical skills. This is consistent with a number of earlier studies (see

section 1.3.5.i) which found MMs to be as effective as traditional teaching methods.

However, as the 4'h year control students in this study did not receive any other

scheduled training on skin wound management, v/e can not compare PS\ryM to another

traditional teaching method. All we can say that by itself, it helped to significantly

improve the theoretical knowledge and clinical skills of the 4h year computer group

students. This study could have been made stronger by adding a third arm, in which a

third group of 4ú year students were given a single one hour tutorial on the subjects

covered by PSWM and then compared outcomes. Doing so would have permitted to

quantify the effectiveness of PSWM compared to group tutorial compared to no

teaching. This is a shortcoming in this study, which is acknowledged by the investigator.
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4.1.3 PS\üM as a Supplementary Teaching Tool

Sixth year medical students receive scheduled practical skills workshop

and some tutorials on skin wound management and wound healing. Additionally, they

receive clinical exposure to the management of skin wounds during both their surgical

attachments (e.9. operations, trauma) and medical attachments (eg. pressure ulcers,

venous leg ulcers). For these reasons, the addition of the teaching module PSWM to

their training was considered to be a supplementary teaching tool. However, the

investigator acknowledges that as the students were volunteers, doing different clinical

attachments, therefore it was not possible to standardise the skin wound management

teaching they received as past of their curricular, during the testing period. This is a

weakness of the stud¡ which was not possible to avoid, as the investigator could not

control when the students volunteered, he was obliged to accept them as they became

available. However it was encouraging to note that there was no significant difference in

the clinical attachments between the control and computer groups, suggesting that there

would have been homogeneþ in the curricular teaching received by both the control and

computer groups. Therefore the investigator believes that it is defendable to consider the

addition of PS\ilM to the computer group, as a supplementary teaching tool.

The results for the control group 6ú years indicate that overall, they did

ir¡ fact, receive a significant amount of scheduled teaching while part of this study. Their

mean score for practical skills competence significantly increased by l6Yo (ie. 6.3 extra

marks out of 39). However, it is of some interest to note that their theoretical

knowledge of practical skin wound management did not significantly improve. Their

post-test 2 score was only 4Yofügher (ie.2.2 extra marks out of 55 points). This finding

is consistent with the impression of the staffof the Department ofPlastic Surgery that

students, and even junior post-graduate trainees, have a deficiency in their understanding

of the practical management of skin wounds. The computer group achieved more

significant improvements in both their theoretical knowledge and practical skills

competence scores. Their mean theoretical knowledge score significantly increased 22o/o

(ie. 12.3 extra marks out of 55). There was also a significant improvement in their mean

practical skills competence scores which significantly increased by 42% (ie. 16.4 extra

marks out of 39). The computer group showed a significantly greater increase of

practical skills above that of the control group, 16.4 points (42%) vs 7 points (16%).

The computer group also scored significantly higher end-points for practical skills than
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the control group, their post test2 results were 33.8 versus 25.2, adifference of 8.6

points in favour of the computer group. This indicates a statistically significant,

supplementary gainin practical skills by the computer group over the control group. This

is consistent with a number of earlier studies (see section 1.3.5.iiÐ which found

supplementary MMs to be effective teaching methods. In summary, the above findings

indicate that the PSWM program is an effective supplementary teaching tool for both

theoretical knowledge and practical skills.

4.1.4 Time Effective Learning with PSWM

The findings indicate that the PSWM program was able, after a single

hour of exposure, to bridge the gap in both skin wound management theoretical

knowledge and practical skills, between the 4ú and 6ft year students. It found that the

computer group 4ú years actually scored higher post-test 2 results for both theoretical

knowledge and practical skills competence, than the 6û year control group. This is all

the more impressive when one notes that the 4ft years started with significantly lower

baseline scores than the control group 6û years and they only received one hour of
exposure to PSWM. The post test2 scores for theoretical knowledge, between the

fourth and six years were 26.5 versus 19.2 (p < 0.001) and for practical skills they were

31.9 versus 25.2 (p < 0 001). The improvement in recall of large amounts of information

after only avery brief exposure to an interesting learning experience is well recognised

(vicente and wang 1998). The findings of this study were very encouraging and

suggested at least two things:

o Firstly that the treatment group's single hour of exposure to the PSWM program was

very time effective.

o Secondly,Ihat students are able to make greater progress in learning than is currently

the case, so long as they are provided with better quality learning experiences.

Developing media which provide time effective self-study is in keeping with the

recommendations of both the GMC (1993) and AAMC (GpEp 1984) for

implementing educational strategies for the 27* century.
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4.1.5 Retention of Newly Learnt Material from PSWM

Memory of newly acquired information deteriorates over time unless

periodically reinforced. It was interesting to find that there was only loss of new

theoretical knowledge material during the one-month testing period. The newly learnt

practical skills were retained during this period without significant loss. The results show

that the 4ft and 6ú year students had a tendency towards forgetting newly learnt

theoretical knowledge between post test 1 (given immediately after PSWM exposure)

and post test 2 (given 1 month after PSWM exposure). The 46 years showed a decrease

of 1IYo, (p-value was 0.03), which suggested a tendency but it did not attain statistical

significance. The 6ú years showed a decrease of l6Yo (p < 0.001) which was statistically

significant. It is not possible to adequately explain why the 6ú years displayed a greater

attrition rate of newly acquired theoretical knowledge compared to the 4th year students.

It was the investigator's impression that the 4ú year students were very eager to acquire

new clinical experiences, whereas the 6ú year students were more concerned with

material specifically relevant to their forthcoming final examinations. The higher attrition

rate amongst the 6ú years may also reflect the greater overall workload that they had

compared to the 4ú year students.

However the situation'$/as quite different for the retention of newly

acquired practical skills. In this case, neither the 4m nor the 6ú years showed any

significant decrease with time. The 4ft year score went up by 0.4% (p:NS) while the 6th

year score went down by a%(p:NS).

There are two conclusions which may be drawn from these findings:

o The Multimedia application entitled PSWM is eflective in encouraging long term

retention of newly acquired practical skills.

o Newly acquired information, especially theoretical knowledge, probably needs

reinforcement to enhance its retention. It appears that the first revision should occur

within the first month.

4.1.6 The Uniqueness of This Study

There have been a number of comparative studies in the past which have

shown multi-media applications to be at least equal to traditional teaching methods for

facilitating the learning of theoretical knowledge and clinical skills competence.

However there were no reports found in the literature, of any studies assessing the
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effectiveness of a MM for teaching practical skin wound management. Additionally,

there are no reported studies assessing the ability of MM to fà.cilitate the learning of
practical motor skills like suturing and knot tying.

These issues attest to the uniqueness of this study because:

o It assesses the effectiveness of a MM for teaching skin wound management, and

o It assesses the acquisition of practical skills like suturing and knot tying.

The findings of this study, as discussed in sections 4.7.2 and 4.1.3, have shown that the

MM entitled PSWM is a highly effective medical undergraduatepnmary, as well as

supplementary, teaching tool for both theoretical knowledge and practical motor skills in

the field of skin wound management. That is to say, it was used as a "stand-alone"

teaching tool with the 4ú year students and as a "supplementary" teaching tool for the 6ú

year students i.e. added to their curricular as it was. No direct comparison was made

between it and a well-defined traditional teaching experience, such as a small group

tutorial. One would not expect a multimedia program to be able to compete with small

tutorials run by an experienced, enthusiastic teacher. 'What multimedia programs do is

"standardise" the teaching, and make learning experiences available to sfudents at any

time for selÊmotivated learning. Computer assisted learning is expected to increasingly

contribute to and support, not compete with time-tested traditional teaching methods.
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4.2 FATARE APPLICATIONS

4.2.1 Future Testing of PSWM

The Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery of the University

of Adelaide, Department of Surgery, is committed to assessing PSWM as a continuing

educational teaching tool for general practitioners. Moves to this effect are already

under way and it is hoped that the follow-on study will be in place before the end of
1999. Concurrent with this, it is planned to make PSWM available to the public on CD-

ROM in the near future.

4.2.2 Possible Factors Contributing to Success of PSWM

The success of PSWM for undergraduate medical education was

probably enhanced by the simplicity of its multi-media format. The screen was kept

uncluttered, avoiding any distracting ancillary aids, such as unnecessary buttons, graphics

and hot words. Access to the different sections in each module was made very simple

with the use of hypertext menus. The page layout used an economical combination of
evidence-based text, supported by video, graphics and photographic images. Although

this MM is based largely upon a didactic model ofteaching, users are able to control the

presentation of the images by reviewing them as desired. The users were able to halt,

and repeatedly replay, segments of interest in video clips. This was very useful for

learning the finer points of specific surgical manoeuvres, for example suturing.

Additionally the users were provided with suturing and knot tying platforms in order to

practice their skills while viewing them on-screen. This innovation enhances the CAL of
clinical skills and would have contributed to the effectiveness of PS\ryM as clinical skills

teaching tool.

4.2.3 The Future Evolution of Computer Assisted Learning: Virtuat

Reality

Currently MMs are the most popular methods for CAL, however it is

expected that this will be superseded by virtual reality in the early years of the 2l't

century. Virtual reality is a highly interactive and dynamic form of simulation in which a

computer generated world (virtual environment) can be entered into, and objects

explored with visual, aural and touch sensors (Hoffrnan &Yu 1997). It is particularly
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useful for visual learning and especially complex topics like anatomy, molecular biology,

procedural and surgical simulations. The programs are able to effect real time changes to

the images in response to the participants actions. This new tool is already entering into

medical undergraduate education in a number of institutions in the USA. One of the

most advanced systems teaches emergency medicine at the Dartmouth-Hitchcock

Medical Centre, Massachusetts. This prototype simulates lower limb injuries and allows

trainees to perform assessment and debridement of deep penetrating wounds. The

simulation provides real time changes of the simulated injured tissues in response to the

trainees' interventions with simulated surgical instruments. At the current rate of

development it is anticipated that by the year 2OlO, virtual reality will be capable of high

fïdelity simulations of open operations and will be an integral part of surgical training

(Hoffrnan, Vu 1997). This permits the trainee to rehearse and refine operative

procedures without putting apatient at risk and obviates the ethical concerns of
experimentation on animal or human tissues.

4.2.4 The Emerging World \üide Electronic University

At the 1983 conference of the International Association of Universities,

it was decided that the only way to effectively raise the educational standards in all

countries, especially in the developing world, was "to create a global university system in

which all higher education institutions share their resources" (Parker, Rossman 1992). It
is expected that the evolving information technologies, especially the Internet, will make

this goal possible. Distance learning is a well established phenomena and many

universities in America, Europe and Australia are using telecourses to provide instruction

to ofÈcampus students. Students may now be at any location on the globe and still link-

up to a program by means of landlines or radio transmitters. Additionally, many

institutions are collaborating to produce on-line teaching programs. This pooling of

resources benefits the students by expanding their access to quality resources.

Additionally it may decrease the demands on the educators. Examples of this type of

collaboration include, the INSURRECT undergraduate surgical teaching project in the

U.K and the European Mobility Program for University Students, for central European

medical undergraduates and post-graduates.

V/ith the current rate of progress, it is reasonable to predict that the first global electronic

university should come into existence within the next decade. It may be envisaged that
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global regulating bodies will invite Departments or Units within particular universities, to

provide teaching modules on their area of excellence. Expertise in the authoring of

teaching modules with proven efficacy will be valued and sought out. The Department

of Surgery, University of Adelaide, has such expertise and is well placed to become a

recognised authority in the development of computer assisted learning in surgery.
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Electrocardiography:

Emergency Anaesthesia:

Emergency Medicine:

General Medicine:
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Laparoscopy:

Neonatology:

Nuclear Medicine:

Occupational Mediciane:

Oncology.
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Pathology

Physical Examination

Physiology:

Eno et al1997, Mc Cracken and Spurgeon 1991, Habbal

and Harris 7995, Kettenback et al1995, Lugwig et al

1996, MonatanAri et al 1996, Trelease 1996.

Criley et a1,7996, Manglone et al1991.

Hooper et al1996.

Felciano and Dev 7994,

Hayes and Lehmann 1996, Cobbs et al1994

Engel e't al 1997.

Keerl et a|7997.

Koch and Guice 1989.

Byrne et aI7994.

Papa and Meyer 1989, Schwartz and Griffin 7993,
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Schor et al 1995
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Full text and References Pages for the Section Entitled: Primary, Secondary, Tertiary

Closure and Regeneration

Primary. Secondarv. Tertiary Closure and Regeneration

Rather than wait for a gaping full thickness skin wound to close itself by granulation,

epithelisation and contraction, the surgeon may opt to close the wound primarily with the

aid of sutures. staples. tape. or tissue glue. The benefit of 'primary closure' is that much

less granulation tissue is needed to fill the residual defect and the keratinocytes are able

to bridge directþ across the wound. This direct process of re-epithelisation is called

'healing by primary intention'. Healing by this method is much faster and the resultant

scar is considerably finer.1'2

Wounds that cannot be closed directly due to their extent of full thickness skin loss, may

be closed by skin grafts or flaps, If this is not desirable, then the wound may be left to

heal itself so long as it has a good blood supply and is not frankly infected. In this type

of wound healing, epithelisation eventualþ occurs over an advancing base of good

quality granulation tissue. It is therefore called 'healing by secondary intention' (#2) and

the process of allowing such wounds to close themselves is referred to as 'secondary

closure'.1-2 This is a popular method for healing lower limb ulcers and some finger tip

pulp losses of <lcm2. Screen #3 shows a medial malleolar ulcer which healed within ¡

months using compressive dressings. Screen #4 shows crush, amputation injuries to

finger-tips treated with colloid dressings and healing by 3 weeks.

Occasionally, wounds are too oedematous to close primarily. They can be dressed and

left for the oedema to subside over the following 48 to 72 hours, then closed. This is

called 'delayed primary closure'. As granulation tissue is not established by this time,

such wound closures are still said to heal by primary intention.l If surgical closure is

further delayed macroscopic granulation tissue begins to fill in the wound. Subsequent

surgical closure is termed 'tertiary closure' and these wounds are said to heal by 'tertiary

intention', ie. a combination of primary and secondary healing. Where possible, it is best

to close wounds before the formation of granulation tissue as this increases the volume

of permanent scar tissue.



This practice is beneficial in managing deep contaminated wounds with devitalised

tissues, such as war wounds. However isolated skin wounds are best managed by

thorough early debridement and primary closure where possible.3

Superficial skin wounds with partial epidermal loss, such as with abrasions and shallow

burns, will heal solely by epithelial regeneration (#5,6). Even full thickness epidermal

loss with superficial dermal loss, will heal by epithelial regeneration from the wound's

edge and from the epithelial cells lining the pilo-sebaceous units.r'2
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Mosby, 1996, pp4l6 - 447.

3. Weinzweig N, Weinzweig J: Basic principles and techniques in Plastic Surgery.

Chapter 2. ln Cohen M (Ed): Mastery ofPlastic and Reconstructive Surgery (1-ted).
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Full Text for First Page of Suturing Section

Basic Suturing

Good wound closure technique requires atraumatic tissue handling, accurate apposition

of skin edges and minimal suture tension. Rapid uneventful healing depends on having

viable tissues and a good blood supply. This is compromised with rough tissue handing

and excessive tightening of sutures. Resultant tissue ischaemia increases the risk of

wound infection, dehiscence, delayed healing and leads to a poorer quality scar. Screen

#4&,5 show a wound which was subjected to excessive closure tension, The wound

edges necrosed and dehisced. 'Where direct closure is possible, complications can be

avoided by gentle wound edge mobilisation and careful suture placement, If wound

closure tension is still high, then skin may be imported into the wound as skin flaps or

grafts.l-a

Mobilising wound edges

Skin edges are mobilised by using toothed forceps or skin hooks on the resilient dermis

(#3-5), If necessary the skin can be further mobilised with judicious undermi^ng.''t

However this should be kept to a minimum as it reduces blood supply to the wound

edges and creates a potential dead space.r-3



Second page of Sutwing Section entitled "Basic Suturing"



Full text for the Second Page of the Suturing Section

Suture Placement and Tissue Tension

Wound edges are usually held together by sutures. tlnavoidably, sutures will transmit

some pressure in the underþing tissues. Ifthis pressure is greater than capillary

perfusion pressure, then local ischaemia will ensue.l'''o The pressure can be spread over

a larger volume of tissue and for this reason sutures are not placed at the wound edge,

but instead a few millimetres out.l

Suture Eversion of Wound Edges

Furthermore, by everting the skin edge and passing the needle vertically downwards, at

an angle of 900 or more, one takes alarger bite of the dermis.2'3 This greater amount of
dermal tissue in the suture loop, is able to hold sutures better, shifts the tissue tension

away from the epidermis and everts the skin edge (video and#3-6), all of which help to

produce a better scar (#2-5).ta
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Full te>rt for the Third Page of Suturing Section

Tying Knots

These sutures were tied with surgeons' knots. The double turn on the first throw holds the

suture tension of the closed wound (#l). The second throw locks and completes the

knot(#2,3). The third throw is added for extra security against slippage (#4), especially when

using mono-filament sutures eg polypropylene. Tissue pressure is greater immediately under

the knots, therefore they are placed on the side with the better blood supply, and not on flaps

or grafts (#5).t Sutures are cut at a length just short of the distance to the next suture.
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Full text for the Fourth Page of Suturing Section

The Closed Wound

Suture spacings vary between wounds. In essence, more sutures are needed to close gaplng

wounds or those that require more accurate wound edge alignment.2 The closed wound

should have slightly everted skin edges. V/ith scar maturation and contracture, this will flatten

out. Failure to evert the edges will result in a depressed scar.la

The photograph above shows the wound with a good cosmetic appearance at2 weeks.
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Full Text for the Fifth Page of Suturing Section

Incorrect Suturing

Poor wound edge apposition results in dead space and poor alignment of edges. Dead

space is formed by taking too shallow a pass with the suture (#1-3 plus video 1). This

increases the risk of haematoma or seroma formation, delays healing and increases the

risk of wound infection.3'6

Mismatched volumes oftissue in the suture loop leads to mismatching ofthe vertical

height and gaping ofthe wound edges (#4-6, plus video 2). This also delays healing and

produces wider, thicker scar.'
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Full Text for the Sixth Page of Suturing Section

Suture Tracks

Trans-cutaneous sutures must be removed within the first week to avoid the formation

of permanent suture tracks. These result from epithelialisation along the suture tracks.

Sutures left in for longer than 14 days will leave permanent marks, irrespective of the

size of needle or suture.l-\7

The Rationale for Prolonged Wound Support

However the wound's tensile strength in the first week is less than 5o/o of normal and

witl easily dehisce or at least stretct¡ if the trans-cutaneous sutures are removed.4'8-r0

Screen #2 shows two forehead wounds following percutaneous suture removal at I

week. The one on the right has partly dehisced as it was closed with only a single layer

of percutaneous sutures. The wound on the left was closed with an additional layer of

dermal sutures and remains intact. For this reason extra support can be provided to the

healing wound by either:

a) deep dermal sutures or the

b) long term application of adhesive skin tape following the removal of the trans-

cutaneous sutures. 
t'''4't t' t3

The duration of required wound support is controversial, however a good guide is to

maintain support until the scar attains a normal skin colour after its hyperaemic phase.

This may take several months.2

We will now look at the types of suture techniques for skin wound closure, starting with

the most commonly used stitch, the single intemrpted.l'a
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Full Text for the Seventh Page of Suturing Section

Single Intemrpted Loop Suture

1. the skin is everted and the needle is passed vertically downwards taking a generous

bite of dermis (#1).

2. Next the other skin edge is everted and the needle passed from deep to superficial

(#2),

3. It is important to take equal vertical heights of tissue so that the wound edges will be

matched on tying the suture (#3).

4. Surgeons' knots are tied, then pulled to one side (#4,5). Ilowever, if edge eversion is

difficult with a single intem-rpted loop suture then an everting mattress suture may be

indicated.

Full Text for the Tenth Page of Suturing Section

The Horizontal Mattress

Horizontal mattress sutures are also very effective in producing wound edge eversion

and are easier to insert. However they produce even greater tissue tension than does the

vertical mattress. They must therefore not be excessively tightened. r-a

The principals of their insertion are the same as for the single intemrpted stitch using

edge eversion technique, however on exiting the skin the suture is passed through agar+

backhand. Sutures are tightened just enough to appose the edges and then tied. Post

operative local oedema may make suture removal very difficult. For this reason, a loop

mattress may be used.
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Full Text for the Twelfth Page of Suturing Section

Half Buried Horizontal Mattress Sutures

Trans-cutaneous sutures which pass through full thickness epidermis and dermis are

more likely to produce a local pressure effect on the sub-epidermal vascular plexus and

this may well compromise the blood supply to the basal epidermal layer which is

responsible for epithelialisation. This may be more important for skin edges with atready

compromised vascularity, as with skin flaps. The sub-epidermal layer can be avoided in

these cases by passing the sutures horizontally through the deeper dermal tissues (#1).

These are called the half buried horizontal mattress sutures and may be used in the corner

or sides of skin flaps (#2). They are very useful for advancing the tip of a flap into a

corner thereby avoiding tip necrosis (#3-6).3'4 The tip suture is inserted into the deeper

dermis only. To avoid placing any constricting trans-cutaneous sutures anywhere near

the tip, half buried horizontal mattress sutures are used to secure the nearby edges as

well, as seen on the video clip.
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Full Text for the Seventeenth Page of Suturing Section

The Subcuticular Suture

These are commonly used as a continuous intra-dermal stitch. It may be commenced by

leaving the end out of the wound (#1-3) or by tying a knot deeply inside the wound

(video) and coming up to the mid- dermis level before running. The suture is normally

run in the mid-dermis to avoid the sub-epidermal plexus and epidermal basal cells. It is

ideally used in long straight wounds where the wound margins are reasonably well

matched for height. Benefits are; the lack of suture marks, speed of insertion and a

reduction in after-care if an absorbable suture is used. Using a slow absorbing stitch with

buried knots permits long term support to the wound edges, thus limiting wound stretch

and therefore producing finer scars. 
a Mono-filament sutures run more easily through

tissue. Larger, stronger sutures are able to take the strain of being pulled through a long

length of tissue without breaking.

On completion, the suture may be brought out to the surface and taped securely to the

skin. The protruding ends can be trimmed flush one week later. Alternatively, the ends

may be tied deeply beneath the dermis and the suture ends trimmed short so they do not

protrude through the wound (#4).

Key points on the subcuticular suture technique:

1. star with small equal bites at the wound's end and then take good size bites of equal

volume as you progress down the wound

2. the entry point of each stitch should be immediately behind the exit point of the

previous stitch, otherwise the wound will gap slightly

3. the suture is run at the same level consistently, otherwise the wound edges will be

imperfectly matched

4. if using buried knots be sure to bury them deeply so they can not be felt by the patient

or protrude out through the wound edge
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Full Text for the First Page of Knot Tying Section

Anatomy ofKnots

Tied sutures consist of a loop, knot and ear (right screen). An ideal knot should be

easy to apply, permit accurate adjustments of wound edges and resist slippage or

inadvertenttightening. Knotsaremadebyturning (insert: V3: I0.II - 11.07, showing

the making a turn) or looping threads around each other. One or more turn can be

used for each throw. Knots are made more secure by increasing the number of turns

in each throw or increasing the number and orientation of the consecutive throws.l'2

These points will now be illustrated in detail.
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Full Text for the Second Page of Knot Tying Section

The Granny Knot

The granny knot consists of two crossed throws, each made with a single turn (#1-3)

It is referred to as a crossed knot because the ipsilateral ear and loop exit the knot on

different sides. The video shows it slipping on applying moderate tension.
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Full Text for the Third Page of Knot Tying Section

The Square Knot

The square or reef knot also consists of two single throws, but the ipsilateral ear and

loop exit in the same side of the knot (#l-3). It is a more secure knot, but is still at

risk of slipping albeit less than with the granny knot, as is demonstrated on the video.3

These knots can be made more secure by adding more throws or adding extra turns to

the selected throws.3'a
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Full text for the Fourth Page of the Knot Tying Section

The Sur&eons Square Knot

Adding an extra turn to the first throw is the most effective way of improving knot

security. This manoeuvre converts the earlier knots into surgeons knots. Both surgeons

ganny and surgeons square knots can be made, however the latter is preferred as it is

less likely to sþ. In fact, if properþ made, it will break rather than slip. Furthermore it

will hold approximately 80% ofthe suture's breaking strain before breaking.3's Tying a

surgeons square knot is demonstrated in the video clip, note the lack of slippage even on

applylng marked tension.
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Full Text For Fifth Page of Knot Tying Section

Instrument Tying a Surgeons Square Knot

l. Before tying, the suture is set up by pulling the length of suture through till there is a

short length of approximately 2 cm left protruding. The long length is taken between

the left index finger and thumb, leaving approximately 10 to 15 cm of suture to take

the throws.

2. The needle holder is turned twice around the long suture, thus forming a double loop.

3. The short length of suture is then grasped with the needle holder and pulled through

the loops, across the wound. The suture is tightened just enough to appose the

wound margins, without strangulation. Single turn throws tend to slip whereas double

turn throws tend to hold suture tension long enough for the subsequent locking throw

to be placed.

4. The second throw has a single turn" but it is done in the opposite direction to the first.

On viewing the video segment, you will see that the first throw is done by placing the

needle holder on the inside edge of the long suture to make the turns. For the second

throw, the needle holder is placed on the outside edge of the long length, ie. the

opposite side. Failure to do this results in a surgeon's granny knot. By pulling the

short length back across the wound margin, the knot sits square and canthen be

tightened.

5. Tightening the second throw completes the knot, however a third, single, reversed

throw is commonly used for added security. This is usually for holding smooth

monofilament sutures, which slip more easily.a Knots are pulled to one side and the

ends trimmed. Leaving some length prevents knots untying due to slippage. They are

cut to be just short of the distance to the next knot, at least 3 mm. Trimming avoids

entanglements while tying the next knot. The exception to this is for the buried knots

which are cut short to prevent them protruding from the wound margin.r-3
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Full Text for the Sixth Page of Knot Tying Section

Avoiding the Slip Knot

Inadvertently making a slip knot is a common mistake. This is due to either pulling

tighter on one ear, creating a loop around it, or by not changing the position of one's

hand for successive throws. The left video shows a square knot run down as a slip

knot. Even a surgeon's square knot will not hold when it is run down as a slip knot.

This is well demonstrated on the right video.

Slip knots are useful for tying knots in deep holes, but normally have no place in skin

surgery. Slip knots will continue to slip even after 5 throws, they are therefore are best

avoided.2
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Full Text for the Seventh Page of Knot Tying Section

Reversing a Slip Knot

Slip knots can be reversed after the first throw by pulling on the opposite knot ear,

thus making the throw sit square. The video demonstrates a slip knot which was

reversed and then tied as a proper square knot. Note how secure the final knot is, the

assistant can no longer pull the cord through the knot.
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Full Text for the Ninth Page of Knot Tying Section

Preventing Wounds Gaping \ilhile Tying Knots

Ifthe first throw will not hold the wound closure tension, it can be temporarily secured

by:

l. Pulling the suture ends to one side so that they are lying parallel. This locks the

short end of suture under the knot (#1- 3).4

2.Havingthe assistant hold the first throw with a pair of non-toothed forceps until the

second throw is placed (#4).
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APPENDD( C

TITE TEST: USED FOR PRE-TEST, POST-TEST 1 AND 2

Types of Wound Closure, 10,20,30 & Regenerative

1. Q: How soon must a wound be closed to be classified as primary closure?

A: immediately / within 48 hours

2. Q: These wounds are said to heal by primary intention.

A distinguishing feature ofthis is that the epidermis heals by

A: direct epithelisation

3. Q. two main benefits of primary over secondary closure, in relation to

time to healing and scar formation are:

A: a)faster healing. b)less scar

4. Q: wounds which are too oedematous for immediate closure can be

closed after this has subsided. This usually occurs at 48-72 hours

and is called.........?

A: delayed primary closure

5. Q: Under which 2 seneral conditions may secondary closure be

acceptable first option?

A: a) too large a skin deficit to close directly

b) wound not clean/not adequately debrided / non-viable tissue present

6. Q: Give 2 clin1cal examples where secondary closure is a recognised,

popular technique for closing a wound.

A: leg ulcers, finger-tips.

I mark for

either

l mark

1 mark each

max-2

l mark

I mark each an

max -2

I mark either

max-2



7. Q: Tertiary closure is different to delayed primary closure by the

fact that wounds closed by the former are allowed to partly close with

. .. tissue prior to being surgically closed.

A: granulation

8. Q: Tertiary closure has been popular for the surgical management

of which wounds? (ist 2)

A: a) deeply contaminated, b) devitalised c) war wounds

9. Q: Superficial skin wounds eg abrasions/shallow burns, heal by.....?

A: epithelial regeneration

V/ound Handling & Suturing

10. Q: Following adequate wound preparatior¡ good l0 wound

closure technique requires:

A: a) atraumatic tissue handling

b)accurate wound edge apposition

c)minimal wound tension

11. Q: Tissue ischaemia due to excessive tension of wound closure results in:

(3 points)

A: a) increased infection risk b) delayed healing, c) poorer scar result

12. Q: Skin wound margin may be mobilised by which surgical manoeuvre?

A: undermining

13. Q: \ryhat 2immediate, undesirable conditions does wound

edge undermining have?

A: reduces local blood supply, creates potential dead space

l mark

1 mark each

max-2

l mark

1 mark each

max -3

1 mark each

max-3

l mark

1 mark each

max-2



14. Q. Gaping wounds require a certain amount of suture tension to close.

High suture tension compromises wound healing. List 4 ways that the

selection and placement of sutures may minimise this.

a) larger suture loops or place them further from edge

b) avoid mattress or running sutures

c) include a greater volume of dermis in suture loop

d) place dermal sutures first, to take tension

15. Q: \Why are suture knots best placed to one side of a wound margin?

A: a)tension greater under knot, therefore avoid on flaps/grafts

b)easier suture removal, otherwise knot gets meshed in wound's scab

16. Q. How do you determine how long to cut suture ends?

A: just short of length to next suture site or at least 3mm

18. Q: this occurs due to the process of scar

A: contracture

19. Q: List 4 undesirable features which result from inaccurate

wound closure?

A: a) dead space

b) gaping wound

c) misaligned margins

d) more scar

20. Q: How do suture sinus tracks occur?

A: epithelisation of suture track

17. Q: What type of scar can you expect if you fail to evert the wound edges? 1 mark

A: depressed

I mark each

max-4

l mark

I mark

I mark

I mark each

max-4

?

l mark



22.Q'. To avoid this, transcutaneous sutures should be removed by

A: 7orl0

days. l mark

23 . Q: Wound tensile strength at 7 days is approximately . . . 7o of normal skin I mark

Ã:5Yo

21.Q'. Permanent suture tracks will form in almost all wound

if the sutures are left in longer than . ..days

L.74

24. Q: Removal of sutures af 7 days from a site subject to high static tension

may result in some degree of wound. . . ... . .. ....?

A: dehiscence

25. Q: Additional long term wound support is possible with the use of...?

(list 2 methods)

A. a) buried dermal sutures

b) skin tape

26. Q: What beneficial effect on final scar outcome does long term

wound support have?

A: finer, less scar, better.

27. Q. List 5 potential complications resulting from the creation of

wound dead space.

A: a) haematoma

b) seroma

c) infection

d) delayed healing

e) extra scar

28. Q: Which type of suture is renown for producing wound edge eversion?

A: mattresses

l mark

l mark

I mark each

max-2

1mark,

I mark each

max-5

I mark



29 . Q: How many turns in the first throw of a surgeon's square knot?

4.2

30. Q: Why are extra turns put is some knots?

A: extra security / reduce slip

31. Q: What is the benefit of adding extra throws to a knot?

A: extra security / reduce slip

32. Q: What percentage of a suture's breaking strain will a

surgeon's square knot hold before itselfbreaking.

A:80Yo

33. Q: After how many throws will a sþ knot become a reliable knot,

if at ail?

A: does not become secure, even after 8 throws

34. Q: What haemodynamic effect is more pronounced with mattress

rather than the single intemrpted sutures?

A: local ischaemia

1 mark

l mark

l mark

l mark

l mark

l mark



OSCI stations

l. Using the suture and needle holder provided, place the following types of suture loops in the

simulated wound:

a. single interrupted loop

b. vertical mattress

c. horizontal mattress

d. eorner stitch

Each suture morkedfor:

A) correct placement - 2. B) symmetry - 2. C) evertingwound edge - 2.

total-6markseach

2. Using the coloured cords provided, tie the following knots:

a. square knot

b. surgeon's square knot, with 2 throws only

c. slip knot with 2 throws

eqch htot marked:

square : 2, surgeon's square : 4, slip -- 3

Total marks: Questions (55) + OSCI (39) : 104




